'History's worst blizzard~ ~ubsides
were working there all day TuesBy Barbara Scott
Durham and surrounding areas day. Traffic was reduced to one
were hit with 17 inches of snow lane.
The MUB, said LaRoche, was
Monday night and Tuesday, in
in what was called the worst set up in cooperation with the
Durham Police and the Civil Destorm of the century by the
National Weather Service in Bos- fense Director as shelter for the
stranded and evacuated.
ton.
The storm caused the evacThe MUB, he said, was chosen
uation of residents of Hampton, as a central location for surroundRye, and Ceder Point, said Roland ing communities in the event of
LaRoche, Deputy chief of the such disasters .
Durham Fire Department.
According to Durham Police
According to a police official, Probation Officer Ray Bilodeau,
30 people were evacuated from only one couple took advantage
Ceder Point. No major injuries of the MUB shelter.
or accidents were reported.
For the second time in two
LaRoche said all residents of weeks, the University was closed
Ceder Point were asked to evac- Tuesday. All classes were canuate to the Memorial Union Build- celled.
Eugene Leaver, director of The
ing on campus. Free transportation was offered to the evacuees, · Division of Physical Plant and
said LaRoche, but, "the majority Operations and Maintenance said,
· 'The 1ron1c part of 1t l me storm)
uf them fuwlLI v1 ivc1te lluu~iug. ·•
According to LaRoche, high tide was that we were hauling snow
occured Monday night at 12: 15 a.m., for snow sculptures before this
backing "10 to 13 inches of water thing hit. Now we have to haul
over Rte. 4." Police; he said it away, again."
. Snowbound Durham on Tuesday afternoon. <Ted Pease photo)
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Faculty position ori .visits and interruptions
,,'\~

1

Interruptions condemned
By Sue Hertz
In a 38 to 1 vote, the Faculty
Caucus yesterday approved a
resolution condemning non-academic interruptions of University
classes.
The resolution was in response
to a letter from an unnamed
member of the Board of Trustees
regarding political announcments made in classes on January 27. John Kavanagh1, a member of the Clamshell Alliance, eni:ered classrooms uninvited to announce the screening of ''The
Last Grave of Dimbaza,,, a film
of white minority dominance in
South Africa.
The resolution states: "The
Faculty Caucus disapproves of

non-academic interruptions of
University classes. Regularly
scheduled University class times
should be used solely for instrucuonal activities."
Professor of Psychology Daniel
Williams, a member of the subcommittee that .wrote the resolution, said the resolution was "not
an endeavor to restrict brief annotmcements but to restrict nonacademic interruptions."
Faculty Caucus chairman Professor Robert Simpson called the
Jan. 27 classrooom interruption
case ''slightly exaggerated.''
'' A survey was made of the disruption," he said.
"Fifteen
DISRUPTIONS, page 14

' Visits need permission

t
Robert Simpson

By Sue Hertz
The Faculty Caucus unanimously approved a faculty subcommittee
report on class visitation in a
special meeting yesterday afternoon.
The report restates the University rule on class visitation, which
requires that classroom visitors
acquire prior permission of the
instructor, while also encouraging
University Trustees to visit classrooms.
The report is a stand on the
philosophy of visitation of the faculty caucus, according to Chairman of the Faculty Caucus Robert
Simpson, but "has no binding
force as a rule :;: by-law," he
said.

_ The existing University rule on
class visitatiQV- states:. "~i~itors
: may be ~dm1tted to md1v1d~al
classes with ~he cons~n~ of ~he mstr~c~or. ~cbve par~1c1pa~10n ~y
a v1s1tor m class d1scuss1ons 1s
peri:nitted onl~ by invitation of
the mstructor.
In reference to_ the ~ecent controversy o~er {!~1vers1ty Truste~
Alar:i Rock _s v1s~t to the classes
of Journalism mstructor Jack
Thomas, Political Science profes- •
. sor Ge<?rge R~moser said, . "The
r~port 1s not m response. t? outs1q.e pressure but a legitimate
concern that the facul~y make
sure the trustees understand
CAUCUS. page 9

Legislature and Trustees at odds

Student quotas scrutinized

Rep. Leo Lessard

"It's my impression that after
By Michael Minigan
A bill which would authorize five years, the Governor (Melthe legislature to freeze out-of- drim Thomson) has realized that
state enrollment at UNH to 25 per- he's not been able to control the
cent will be discussed tomorrow Board of Trustees," Lessard said
at an opening hearing of the legis- last week. "He is seeking to do so
lature's education subcommittee. through this bill.''
Board Chairman Richard
According to subcommittee·
chairman Leo Lessard CD-Do- Morse said yesterday that "It
ver), the hearing will be in the doesn't make sense to take away
Legislative Office Building in from the Board of Trustees the
right to waive the 25 percent
Concord at 1 p.m.
Lessard said House Bill 1010 level. By taking more out-of-state
would set 25 percent as the "non- students, we've been able to get
suspendable level" for out-of-state enough funds to keep the in-st3t,. .,
enrollment. The percentages are tuition level at $1000. If we lose
now controlled by the UNH Board that power, we'll have to find
of Trustees. The Board is allowed those dollars somewhere else."
Morst said tuition increases
to float the out-of-state enrollment to bring in the necessary would be necessary to make up
the loss by not admitting out-offunding through tuition.

state students.
Morse and University System
Chancellor Bruce Poulton are expected to testify against the bill
tomorrow.
Buddy Jenkins, the governor's
press secretary.; was ill yesterday
arid like the governor, was unavailable for comment. Jenkins
last week said that he had not
consulted with the governor about the bill.
.
In lefilslative testimony on the
bill last year, former Board of
Trustee Chairman Philip Dunlap
said, "It is the trustees, not the
legislature, who are ~est equip1ed to define enrollment percentages. This decision has been
HOUSE BILL, page 14 ·

Eugene Savage

-INSIDE----------~--------------~
Bugs

-

Professor
Thomas
Fisher of the Entomology department is always entertaining, be
it in the classroom or
on the-stage. Read about him on page 3.

Faschings
For a glimpse of the
party that's over, see
page 13

Hot
The hockey team continuted its torr;id-.
pace Saturday, defeating Yale, but Harvard knocked the
Cats from sixth place
with a victory last
night. See page_20.
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--News Briefs
PSC power is cut
The Public Service Company of New Hampshire has been forced
to cut in half the electric power generating output of its two coalfired plants at Bow, according to the Boston Globe.
"We're seriously concerned about the coal shortage caused by
the miners' strike,'' said a spokesman for the PSC, New England's
only coal-burning utility. He said the PSC has not curtailed power
supply to its 250,000 customers.
PSC has been using its oil generators and purchasing power
from the New England Power Exchange, said the Globe.

Carter in Nashua
President Jimmy Carter's town meeting visit to New Hampshire on Feb. 18 will be held at Nashua High School at 10: 30 a.m.
. Each of the state's 108 public and private high schools will be invited by Sen. Thomas McIntyre to choose five seniors and one
teacher to attend the town meeting.
The meeting is also open to the public.

UVM raising rates
UNH isn't the only New England University facing financial troubles these days.
T~e truste~s o~ _the Uniyersity of Vermont have approved
an mcrease_ m tuition and m room and board rates, according
to a story m the Boston Globe. The increases are necessar.y
to help offset .a projected $1.8 million budget ·deficit, according
to the story.
Tuition rates for both in-state and out-of-state students will
increase by $200. Room rates will be increased by $75 and
·
'
board rates will be increased by $35.
In-state tuition at UVM is currently $1200. Out-of-state tuition is currently $3490. UVM room rates are currently $898
and board is $710.
An austerity program approved by the trustees also includes
a treeze on all salaries, delays in buying equipment and a five
percent cut in what the trustees termed, "the bare-bone needs
of the colleges."
--

Foliage may be damaged
The state's forests and foliage may be damaged this year by unusually aci~ic rain. according to the findings of two U.S. Department of Agriculture scientists.
In a report published last week, hydrologist James Hornbeck
and ~oil sp~cialist ~obert_Pierce of Durham's Forest Experiment
Station said_ that mdustrial and automotive air pollution is the
cau~e flf the mcreased acid levels in nrecioitation across the state.
The high acid levels po~e a hazard to foliage and could potentially damage water quahty and tree growth, according to the
report.
"In the pas~, ra~n 4Jl~ s_how were often.thought to be chemically
pure--somethmg like distilled water," said Hornbeck and Pierce's
report.
However, this is not the case, according to scientists. It is now
?cct:pted that natural precipitation will pick up a variety of chemical ions and compounds from the air, said the report.
These chemicals "have important implications for aquatic ecosystems, soils, vegetation, man-made. objects and possibly human health," said Hornbeck.
O~er 85 per cent of New Hampshire is heavily forested, he
continued.
Hornbeck and Pierce have called for an additional 50 experimental stations across the eastern United States to measure
the impact of the increasingly acid rainfall.
"We can say now that the potential impact is serious but we
can't exactly say what it is or when it will take place, " said Hornbeck.

Cities mull secess'ion
The small Maine . communities of Sweden Lovell and Stow

a:~ thinking of seceding to New Hampshire be~ause of constantly

n~!ng tax levels, accor~ing to a recent wire service report.
~f the t<1;x ;~ k~ep gomg up and up, our people just can't keep
paymg for it, said Thomas Goodman chairman of the Sweden
Me. Board of Selectment.
'
'
"I told the meeting that the ·only solution I could see for the
town of Sweden and the towns of Lovell and Stow is for us to secede a'?d go over and join New Hampshire, '. ' he said.
Th_e issue was raised when it was discovered that the school
fundmg plan supP9rted by Maine's Gov . James Longley would
for~e Sweden amt ?1 ~ther Mai!1e communities to pay more to
their local schoo1 districts than 1t actually costs to educate their
students.

... and more sn0-w
The N~tional Weather Service predicts six to ten inches in ac- \
c~mulat1on from the snowstorm which hit the Durham area last
m~ht. The heaviest snow is expected to taper off to light snow by
mid-day.
High temperatures today are pv~~cted to be between 20 and 25
degrees.
. __
~ariable cloudiness and a chance of flurries is the forecast for
t~mght and tomorrow. Low temperatures tonight should reach
five _degre~s. Highs tomorrow will range from 20 to 25 degrees.
Wmds will average 20 to 25 miles per hour today with gusts.

Dirty water irks Durham
Most Durham restaurants did
By Mike Kelly
Water variously described by not serve water or tea until the
Durham residents as "muddy problem was solved, although
brown", "black" , and "disgust- some did serve coffee, the color
ing and green", ran from spigots of which effectively masked the
· and taps all over town this week- color of the water.
Art Rollins, foreman of the
end.
According to Durham's direc- treatment plant, said that the
tor of Public Works Geore:e brown-black water was the result
Crombie, "The water's not of some frozen pipes-which burst
sometime Friday night or early
dangerous, Just ugly."
The dirty water, caused by a Saturday morning.
"The line ~i:cying alum from the
minor breakdown at the University's ·water treatment plant, plant to the settling tank froze up
t
started running late Saturday af- and burst,,,, said Rollins .
"Alum" he added "is wha
ternoon and continued until Sunday afternoon. Although the settles the dirt in the ~ater do~n
water was not dangerous to to the filters."
The greenish brown matter in
drink, it was, in the words of one
student, "absolutely repulsive to the water was the natural
sediment from the reservoir
look at".

By Barbara Walsh
The Student Caucus voted Sunday night to accept the Dining and
Residential Advisory Committee's (DRAC) revised housing
priority system which_will affect
freshmen, transfer students and
on-campus upperclassll\en.
The Caucus voted that the revised priority system be implemented and reviewed after one

Housing
policy
' h
C anges
-d .
•
d }SCUSSe

ye;~AC recommended the following changes in the present
housing priority policy :
--that the numb~r _of guar~n- eed freshman housmg spaces be
limited to 1900;
--that there be no differention
between on-campus residents
whether they have been on-campus since their freshman year or
have transferred to UNH;
--that all off-campus students
without residential life experience should be placed in the
same category;
--that Merrimack Valley transfer students should receive
higher priority than they are

which is normally removed by
alum treatment he said.
Working Saturday afternoon
and Sunday morning, Rollins and
his crew attempted first to set up ·
an auxiliary alum pump. When
this too broke, they re-routed the
piping above ground, through the
· cellar of the water treatment
plant.
"We were able to get clean
water flowing by Sunday," said
Rollins. "There might be some
dirty water left, but it just has to
be flushed out of the system."
Rollins attributed the broken
pipe to the cold weather Friday
night, calling it an "act of
nature." He said that' he does not
anticipate future problems with
the pipes re-routed above ground.

given under the present housing _
system.
The present housing priority
system doesn't provide for
housing for transfer students, inclµding the Merrimack trans£er
students. DRAC's new policy will
reserve a percentage of on-campus housjng for transfer students.
According to Housing Coordinator Mark Robillard, in past
years, students who have been
living exclusively off-campus
have had top priority when applying for residence hall rooms.
Under DRAC's new proposal,
these students will no longer have
this advantage.
According to DRAC, if the demand for housing exceeds the
supply, students currently living
on-campus could be denied
housing, in favor of students not
previously living in the dorms.
DRAC has proposed a lottery to
assign rooms for next year. A lottery would be random and would
not single out one group, Robillard said.
DRAC, page 14

Speed reading: is it the answer
to students' reading problems?
By Jane Gibson
'_'My grades went up and I
made honors last semester. I
never came close before," said
junior Helen Chen ..
Chen, a recent graduate of the
Dover American -Speedreading
Academy, attributes this accomplishment to the higher reading
speed she has attained as a result
of taking the Academy's speed
reading course.
"It is simplistic to assume that
to increase one's rate alone will
result in better reading," said
reading specialist John Carney,
assistant professor of education
in the School of Education.
The American Speedreading
Academy of Dover guarantees to
increase the reading speed of the
student from one to three times

and to increase comprehension rector of the Division of Continuing Education (DCE).
from 10 to 15 per cent.
The course has not been offered
Is this the answer to students'
since the summer of 1975, he said,
reading problems?
Twelve of fifteen students sur- because working on reading deveyed by the New Hampshire fects has proven more beneficial
said they felt there was room for to the students.
"Reading is basically a visual
improvement in their reading
process and, by expanding the viability
Only six of those felt that speed 1 sion through drills, the student
was a problem. The rest said they will see more words at a time and
needed to improve their compre- thus read faster," said Speedreading Academy instructor Eva
hension and vocabulary.
Caron.
"
University
students
need
to
1
"By increasing reading speed,
read at a rate necessary -to take
in the material. Different kinds of the mind has less time to wander
·content require different strate- while reading and thus comprehension will increase,' ' she said.
gies," said Carney.
According to Wilhelmina McFee,
The University used to offer a
course in speed reading with executive officer in the Chancelmachines for inc~ming freshmen, lor's office, who recently grasaid Paul DuBois, assistant di- duated from the Academy, the
course is well worth the effort.
"It's unquestionable. Speedreading has improved both my
speed. and comprehension," $he
said. "It's not a gimmicky thing.
It improves your peripheral vision.''
Arthur Simpson, president and
owner of the Academy, offers to
open his files to anyone interested
in the program. He said any of
their graduates will gladly testify
to the success of their method.
Simpson said the reason for the
success of their program is that
they do not use any machines or
energy wasting techniques "to
slow the reader down." Their
program expands peripheral vision through the use of "eye-span"
drills and exercises, he said. The Evelyn Wood reading program, as advertized on national
television, shows a classroom of
readers running their fingers
back and forth across the page.
This technique is what Simpson
referred to as energy wasting
According to reading specialist
SPEEDREADING, page 4
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Marathon dancers raise $5,000 and blisters
By Rosalie H. Davis
· The Da·nce Marathon is alive
and well, resting comfortable with
pebble-sized blisters, lidded eyes,
and hoarse throat.
From 6 p.m. Friday to 5:40
p.m. Sunday over 60- UNH students jitterbugged and disco'ed
to raise money and interest for
the National Kidney Foundation.
The 48-hour event raised an estimated $5,000 in pledges, according to coordinator Steve
Perna.
But the two days of boogying
too,k its toll in blisters, c,ramos
and fatigue. as 27 of the 33 couples
who began the dance Friday
dropped out.
"I'll never do it again," said
John Woodruff, one of the 12 who
finished.
The Granite State Room of the
MUB was decorated with balloon.c, oropo papor .ctroarnor.c, and

red and white posters from the
Kidney Foundation proclaiming
"I love you with all my kidney."
All 33 couples, some in track
clothes, most in jeans, and a few
in slinky polyester disco uniforms, began the marathon energetically early Friday evening to
a syncopated "Disco Inferno."
"It's one way to keep warm,"
said UNH police officer R. H.
Prince, who had the first chaperoning stint.
One dancer in white corduroys
imitated disco dancing idol John
Travolta as he moved his arms
in a complicated and chicken-like
disco maneuver.
He was left in mid-maneuver as
Rick Bean blended in a resurrected
1950's tune--"Where did our love
•go"--and had to quickly switch to
a disco-influenced jitterbug.

Finalist couple Sue Brightman and Mike -~ Piccu.s
(right) cut tnat nnal rug in
the Hetzel Hall Dance-athon, while finalist Terry
Gerardo trips the light fantastic with the UNH Wildcat. (Art Illman photos)

"We're psyched to go for it,"
Saturday afternoon,
Ellie
said Mike Piccus Friday night. Troost had had enough.
"I know we can do it."
"I don't want to do anything
Piccus and his partner Sue but go to bed," she groaned as
Brightman eventually finished another student massaged her
feet.
·
third.
John Woodruff wore Adidas
After the first six hours of
sweat pants, Nike track shoes, dancing the Granite State Room
and PKA baseball hat for the began to smell of Absorbine Jr.
marathon event. Looking like a and sweat.
displaced jogger, he ran in place
"Ben Gay is my favorite thing
to the jitterbug music.
to do," said dancer Terry Gerar- _
"I'm a All-American," he joked do. Saturday afternoon as the 10
as he took a break in Pistachio's remaining couples danced slowly
ice cream shop Saturday to Beach Boy's hit "Surfer Girl."
morning. "And I was the best
Then the pace picked up again
prepared for this.
·
to ''Twist and Shout'' and strange
"These are $42 track shoes, and and inventive dancing variations
I have three other pairs to switch were created. Woodruff threw his
off with. I also change my socks partner, Marie Cartier, up on h~s
as soon as my feet feel wet to hips and spun her around his
keep from getting blisters.
back.
But another couple was barely
moving. Peter Tufts and Susan
tlllss, wno eventuauy coppea nrst
place, took a rest and shuffled
'I almost lost it
slowly back and forth.
"Nobod..)'. can drop out now,"
screamed Carrie Roantree, who
finished second with her partner
this morning- ..
Tim Branen, Sunday afternoon.
"We'll punch 'em if they do."
The dancers took 20-minute
I started
breaks every hour throughout the
marathon during which they
rested, ate and gazed blankly into
space. Large quantities of donuts
seeing double.'
and sandwiches were consumed,
but oranges and raisins seem'ed
to be the favorite.
"And these," he said, abruptly
By Sunday afternoon, some of
pulling down his sweat pan.ts, "are Woodruff's previous exuberance
Dolfin running shorts made es- had waned. "I almost lost it this
pecially for: marathon running. morning. I started seeing double,"
I'm in training for the Boston he said.
. Marathon."
The entertainment was proIn the corner of the room were vided by two ·live bands and a
six hospital cots behind a screen. series of disc jockeys, includin~
MUB Pub favorite Rick Bean.
By late Sunday afternoon after
47 hours and 30 minutes of dancing, six aching but deter~ined
couples remained doggedly m the
contest.
Despite their obvious exhaustion, all 12 of the finalists danced
enthusiastically once the end was
in sight.
Mike Piccus, who had vowed to
"go all the way" on Friday, ~as
pale, his eyes ringed and purplish
and his voice hoarse as the band
began its last number of the
marathon, "Rockin' in the USA."
At last when the final chorus
ended in the 48th hour of dancing,
Piccus jumped into the air,
screamed and clapped his hands
above his head.
It was all over for Peter Tufts
and Susan Bliss, who took first
with more money pledged, for
Mike Diccus and Sue Brightman,
who finished second and the
others who danced for 48 hours:
Kevin Eddings, Barry Doyle,
Tim Brannen, John Woodruff,
Terry Gerardo, Cheryl Lewis,
Marie Cartiei;. and Carrie
Roantree.

•
Prof is hooked on insects
By Sue Hertz
He struts across the floor, one
leg stretching three feet in front
of the other, and flapping his
bent arms behind his back with
elbows pointing out.
"This, my friends, is the dorsiflex of the wing of the butterfly,"
he explains breathlessly to the
class.
UNH professor of Entomology
Thomas Fisher has landed.
His elbow-wings relax and his
arms fall casually to his side.
He turns and faces his audience.
The class of entomology 400
applauds with whistles and sporadic clapping.
Fisher strides to the -blackboard and begins drawing the
anatomy of the click bug. "Now
on to the metamorphosis of this
beauty," he says.
For nine years Fisher has been
generating his enthusiasm of
insects to UNH students.

"I find .the field of entomology
Prior to teaching entomology
absolutely an excitement in . to college students Fisher worked
itself," he said in an interview in the business end of insect
in •his office this wee.k. "Clams, control. After attaining a Masters
worms, insects--they're constant- degree in entomol~gy from
ly changing which makes them Rutgers University in New
an endless source of excitement Jersey he worked for Residex
and challenge.''
Corp., an agricultural distributer,
Fisher's thin face, lined with for seven years and then relaugh wrinkles, glows as he talks searched for Libby Foods, Inc.
of insects. His gaze shifts around
Fisher said, ''For six years I
his office. Only a microscope on worked in the altruistic and
a back table, two bookcases filled aesthetic world of research and
with entomology texts and a jar molecules for Libby, Li~by,
on his desk marked POISON Libby on the table, table, table ... "
reflect the subject oLbis profesHe found there was too much
sion.
travel attached to his position
He slammed his hands down on as Assistant Director of Agriculeither side of his desk, shaking tural Research for· the interna·
the opaque liquid in the POISON tional company.
jar.
·
"There's a lot of fungus among
''Science has always excited • us in all the world," he rhymed,
me," he shouted. "Since I was "I was responsible for the matera young boy who collected insects ials on Libby's plants--from
for extra credit I've been hooked
on bugs."
FISHER, page 8

Thomas Fisher
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Speed reading students learn a lesson in Dover

Burt Reynold•
.Jaekle Gleason

SPEEDREADING
continued from page 2
John Carney, "reading is not only
a visual process."
Carney said that the factors
that make a person a slow reader
are:
--unfamiliarity with technical
vocabulary and concepts;
-inability to infer and interpret;
--inability to make critical
judgements of the material;
--rate in conjunction with any
or all of the above factors or rate
itself
The Division of Continuing
Education is currently offering a
course entitled "Reading Im-

provement" which teaches the
development of basic skills such
as : reading for content, skimming, scanning, listing, outlining,
note taking and study methods,
according to DCE director Paul
DuBois.
About thirty people are cur- '
rently registered for the course,
which is a non-credit four-week
course offered once a week for
two hours, he said.
This course provides some of
the same information that used
to be provided by the Learning
Skills Center before it was discontinued due to a funding cutback. according to DuBois.

unique career in
p RACT I[ AL En lilDEER-lnli

far aunique individual
The field of Nuclear Power is one of the keys t9 our nat1on's
energy problems. If you are a college Junior or Senior with
at least 1 year of college physics and mathematics through
integral calculus, you may qualify for a rewarding and challenging career in Nuclear Power with unlimited advancement
opportunity and unusually attractive benefits including:
• Training salary of $14,000; double your salary in 4 years
• Free medical, dental care
• 30 days paid vacation annually
• Financed graduate program available
• Excellent retirement plan
• Free vacation travel available
• Immediate college scholarships available

12: 10 Celebration of Mass and
distribution of ashes
3:00Oistribution of ashes
7:00 Celebration of Mass and
distribution of ashes
9:30 Distribution of ashes

NUCLEAR POWER MANAGER

unh

test they took on admission to the•
progi:am.
All progress is rated with resp·ect to the first test taken according to instructor Caron.
The reading test given at the afternoon demonstration in Durham's Grange Hall on Jan. 23 was
a scientific article about radio
waves and sun spots. This test
as designed to measure a student's beginning reading speed
and comprehension rate.
According to Carney, unfamiliarity with technical vocabulary
and concept is one of. the factors
which makes a person a slow
reader.
If this is true then the beginning
scores of students entering the
Academy may be deceptively low.
Although the advantages of being able to read thousands of
words per minute may be appealing to students trying to get
through mountains of textbooks,
many people are reluctant to sac1 eau.
1 ifke tlle pleasure or reacting .
"There is a certain amount of
"I think it (speedreading ) is
tension in order to absorb so highly over-rated as something to
much,'' he said.
help you learn,'' said Andrew
All the Academy graduates in- Merton, assistant professor Engterviewed spoke of their tremen- ligh . "When I read for pleasure I
dous increase in speed since the like to savor every word."

ASH WEDNESDAY
February 8, 1978

Interview with the Nuclear Power Manager on campus March 2.
See your Career Placement Officer for additional information

Navy Recruiting
575 Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139

CHURCH OF SAINT THOMAS MORE
Madbury Road Durham

ENJOY

cELEBRnY sERIES

CANADIAN
BRASS
QUINTET

.

DuBois said he does not understand the reason for the Academy
high tuition. .
"Perhaps if you pay more you
put more into it personally," he
said
The tuition for the 10-week
course at the American Speed
Reading Academy is $300, according to Simpson.
The high tuition is necessary
because the course is tutored and
the classes are small, he said.
Helen Chen said because of
speedreading she is now able to
do more outsitle reading and
more background reading for her
courses
Durham resident David Fuller,
a graduate of the Academy, and a
student at St. Anselms College in
Manchester, reached an unprecedented 61,800 words per minute
(wpm) according to Simpson.
But Fuller, who said he now
reads comfortably at 3-4,000 wpm,
said it is not a relaxing way to

AN EVENING
OF SKIING
UNDER THE LIGHTS!
Crotched Mtn. Has Been Rented
Exclusively for the Residents
of AREAS I & III
on the night of

WED., FEB. 15 6:00-10:30 P.M.
Thursday, February 9
Memorial (Jnion, 8 p.m.
· UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Durham

Tickets: $4, UNH student &
senior citizen,
in advance;
$5.50, general
admission
On sale: MUB ticket office
10 a.m. -4 p.m., 862-2290

*Lounge will be open with live band
and dance floor
*Rental equipment and lessons
available
*Price-only $5.00!
(includes bus fare and lift ticket)
*Non-skiers-$3.50
*Buses leave U.N.H. at 4:30 p.m.

Sign up by Friday, Feb. 10th
at Stillings or Philbrook Dining Halls!
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Spanish teacher

•

is

captivating

By Jane Gibson
She immediately involved tbe
"Buenos nocqes," announced a students..both in the class and m
slender young- woman as she each other's. lives". ·-She aske'strode into the classroom with a them, in Spanish of course, what
brilliant smile on her face and their activities over the weekend
· her arms laden with books and had been and then had them ask
teaching supplies. ·
each other questions. Each of the
"Necessito dos voluntarios."
students seemed to know each of
Two students arose immediate- the other students by his or ber_
ly and followed her out of the first name, ~n unusual occtlr!'ence
room. The three returned in a few in a large college class.
minutes with an overhead projec- · · Evans divided up the class and
tor, screen and more teaching had each team go to the blackmaterials.
board and compete in reciting
"Buenos noches," · she an- verb tenses. The left side of-the
nounced again on tier second en- class won by a large margin.
trance. Her students, who seemed
She was enthusiastic and her
already in her power, responded .. exciteinerif- was catching. Her
immediately. "Ruenos noches, · voice modulated continuously
SenoritaEvans."
from one sentence to the next,
Hefen Evans aiias· Seriorfta from one word to the next. Her
Evans, alias Eiena, to her stu- audience was entranced. She .
dents, is a Spanish instructor at _jumped up and down. ~he ~ct_ed
UNH. On this particular night she _out words, sentences, descnpwas: about to teach a class of !25

tions-, s-c>Pnes aml ac>tivitie~ 'l'hP

first year students who ranged in class responded.
age from 18 to about 55.
Most of the students never.took
Far from being tired after a their eyes off her. Their faces relong day, the students were alert corded their participation, their
and responsive. Evans was ra- joy and their amusement, with
diant and energetic, almost to the · her and with themselves. Errors
point of being exhausting, but she were sources of amusement, not
was captivating. As one student embarrassment, and were_quicksaid, "It would be impossible to ly corrected, but never with the
fall asleep in one of her classes." , feeling that ont: should have
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ampus calenda

known better.
TUESDA V, February 7
Somehow, Helen Evans has
found the key to making roteCHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT SEMINAR: "Industrial Chemlearning fun. She has found the
key to the memorization of vocaicals From Natural Gas," Alexander Maclean, retired chembulary words: . she dramatizes
ist (UNH, 1937). Parsons Hall, Room L-103. from 11 a.m.each new word, making it easier
12
noon.
for her students to remember.
She acted out each word, proHUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Dante," Alberto Casas,
nounced it, virtually shouting, . AMLL. Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.
and then-turned to her entranced
IBSO PRESENTATION: "Orientation of Sharks in Magnetic
audience and said "Todo el mundo.," .with a look of such high exFields," Dr. Adrianus Kalmijn, Woodshole Oceanographic.
pectancy that they automatically
Room 19, Spaulding Life Science Center, 1 p.m. Sponsored
responded. Fascinated, they proby the Intercollege Biological Sciences Organization.
nounced the selected vocabulary
words and expressions with per- · MUB PUB: Open for Socializing.
feet enunciation. "Elena" almost
jumps at the chance to praise
WEDNESDA V, February 8
them as she shouts, "Exacto ! "
The whole class beamed.
LECTURE: "Schedulers for the DEC System-10," Bill Sears.
They were mesmerized. They
sitJhere either with their mouths
Room 230, Kingsbury Hall, 4 p.m. Refreshments will be
agape or smiling from ear to ear,
served
-at 3:30 in the math lounge, third floor, Kingsbury.
as thP show went on for two. :;ind .
Sponsored by the Student Chapter of the Association for
a-half hours. One student said afComputing ~achinery.
. ter the class, "Tonight was mild.
I have never seen her so calm;
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, 8 p.m.
sometimes she climbs on the
desk."
THURSDAV, February 9
Such a feat might seem surprising on first meeting this tiny, dignified young woman of 25, who is
WINTER CARNIVAL BEGINS: Valentines 'n Wintertime.
always stylishly dressed. HowEvents listed in chronological order.
TEACHER, page 6
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT COLLOQUIUM: ;,Question,
Threat, and Response Bias: On the Measurement of Sensitive Variables in Questionnaires," Norman Bradburn, University of Chicago. Forum Room, Library, 12:40-2 p.m.
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING SEMINAR:
"Wind Turbine Torque Regulation Using Modern Estimation
and Control," G. Kraft. Room 251, Kingsbury Hall, 1 p.m.
EARTH SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM: "Structure of Mid-Ocean
Ridges," Dr. Tania Atwater, Department of Earth and
NHU
Planetary Sciences, MIT. James Hall, Room 303, from
4-5 p.m.
WINTER CARNIVAL: Opening ceremonies: Torch run from
Franconia by brothers of AGR; lighting of torch, music
provided by the Canadian Brass Quintet; bonfire and refreshments. Memorial Union Hill, 6 p.m.
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "The Seven-Percent Solution, " starring
Alan Arkin and Robert Duvall. Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES: Canadian Brass, " . . . an informal
concert tho.t appeals to music lovers of all generations."
(The Toronto Star) Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH Students
and senior citizens $4 in advance; general admission $5.50.
WINTER CARNIVAL~ Square Dance, Putnam Pavilion,
8 p.m. Admission $2. Sponsored by the NH Outing Club .
MUB PUB: Bill Morrissey, folk, 8 p.m.

',
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Bur 11111arge pizza and save s11

Bring this coupon with you to Pizza Hutsi and save $1.00 on any large pizza iri the place!
Mouthwatering Thick 'n Chewy®pizza or
delicious Thin 'n Crispt pizza, .plus any or all
of your favorite toppings.
Let yoursell go to these Pizza Bot®restaurants:

I

1 911 Central Ave.
:
1
I ~~~::uapleawOff?~~~~~ ~lit~ II
I

~19~i~t,1-- - - - - _h_/___
on regular menu prices only through
February 21, 1978
Not valid on any other promotional offer.

®

_

FRIDA V, February 10
WINTER CARNIVAL: Night cross country skiing, College
Woods, beginning at 7 p.m. Sponsored by the NH Outing
Club.
WINTER CARNIVAL: Nite of Sin, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
-1 a.m. Gambling, decorations, costumes; entertainment
provided by Rick Bean from 11 p.m.-1 a .m. Sponsored by
Greek Council.
MUB PUB: McBeth, rock, 8 p.m.
THE NEW HAMrSHIRE is publi~hed and distribut_ed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located m the Memorial Union
Building, Durham, .N.H. 03824. Business office .Rm. 108. Business haurs.
'Tuesday, Thursday, 1-3 p.m. and Wedpesday, Friday 9-2 p.m. Deadlines
i~r aus ror 1uesaay·s puoncauon, r·r1aay at z p.m. ana !'·riaay·s puo11caho!1, Wednesday at 2 p.m. Yearly subscription $9.00 Second class postage
paid at Durham, N.H. Total numbers of copies printed 10 500 at Castle
'
Publication, Plaistow, N.H.
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GENERAL

•
notices
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

MESA ESPANOLA: Come y charla con nosotros todos
los jueves en Stillings entre las 12 y la 1: 30. Puedes
usar tu carnet. ciP la cafeteria o puedes conseguir
un billete en Murkland 209 por $1 (una ganga! >
E:speramos verte este jueves.
HORA DE CAFE: Descansa por unos momentos o
una hora. y toma un cafe o un te con nosotros durante
la Hora de Cafe, todos los miercoles en Murkland 209
de 3-4 . I'\os vemos !
\\'SBt T-SHIRTS : Lstudv Business in the Boonies'
'I'-Shirts on sale in McConnell Hall lobby, MondaysThursdays. Sponsored by Psi Epsilon.
THE COORDINATING COMMITTEE FOR WOMEN IN
THE ARTS is planning a program for early fall of
this year. All interested faculty, staff and students
are welcome to attend our next meeting on 13 Feb.,
Monday, at Stoke Hall, Room 101 H, from l0a .m.12 p.m . Areas that will be covered at the fall symposium include: music, dance, fine arts, theater, and
literature. For information call Anita Dure! at 2-1058.

SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Provides games involving
different concepts of simulati~n war-g~rning for rela:,c:.ation or intellectual stimulation. Meeting, Wednesday,
February 8, Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 5:30 p.m.
KARI-VAN COMMITTEE: Meeting with Bob Pro_vencher
to discuss questions and problems concerning t!ie
Kari-Van . Wednesday, February 8, Grafton Room,
Memorial Union, 2 p.m. Sponsored by Student Government.
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE TO TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION: Wednesday, February 8, Room 139,
Hamilton-Smith Hall, 7:30 p.m. Included will be a
discussion of scientific research on TM and its effect
on reducing crime. Everyone welcome.
TM CLUB: Meeting, Tl}ursday, February 9, Hanover
Room, Memorial Union, 12 noon-1 p.m. Please come
for group meditation and local newsletter.
STUDENTS FOR ANNETTE KOLODNY: Meeting,
Thursday, February 9, Sullivan Room, Memorial Union,
12:30-2 p.m.
HOTEL CLUB: Meeting, Tuesday, February 7, Belknap,
Room, Memorial Union, 7:30p.m.
ALPHA ZETA: Organizational meeting, Wednesday,
February 8, Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
All members please attend to help us start off second

Evans: teaching is exciting
TEACHER
continued from page 5

ever, after attending one of her
classes, the same observer would
probably not find it at all out of
character.
Evans, who said she always
wanted to be a teacher, started to
study Spanish in the sixth grade.
She was a Spanish major at Ohio
Wesleyan University and spent
her junior year of undergradute
work and a year of graduate
, study in Spain. She holds a Master's degree in Spanish from Middlebury College in Vermont.
_
A native of Ohio, born and
CAREER
raised in Cleveland, Helen Evans
CAHEER EXPU)RATION WORKSHOP: SEries 1, McxiJle A:
says she loves the Spanish langSelf Assessment I. Tuesday, February 7, Hillsborough
guage. Even the man she plans to
Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.
marry next summer speaks Spa- 1
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Series 3, Module A:
nish. He is ~ Spanish instructor '
Self Assessment I. Tuesday, February 7, Personal
at a local high school. They are
oomo.:tor.
Development Mint Dorm , 'HJ p.m .
looking forward to spending
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Video
their month long honeymoon in
tape. lecture, and discussion on the "ins-and-outs" of ·
INTRAMURALS
Spain, traveling and visiting old
the job interview . Career Planning and Placement,
friends.
2UJ Huddleston, Tuesday, February 7, at 6:30 p.m .
Evans said, "I really do feel
CO-REC
ROSTER
DEADLINE:
Table
Tennis
due Monday
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Series 2, Module C:
people
learn a language by
February
13.
For
more
information
about
intramurals
Skills Assessment. Thursday, February 9, Hillsborough
stop by Room 151, Field House, or call 862-2031
speaking it.'' She said she hopes
Room. Memorial Union, 10-ll:30a.m.
that even the students- who are
Because· of an increase in the volume of notices, The New Hampshire will print each item only only taking Spanish to fulfill a linee on the date closest to the event. Please submit notice/calendar information to the Admin
beral arts requirement will be
·stration office, Room 322, Memorial Union by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 4 p.m.
able to feel tht they can communhursday for the following Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should be direct- icate in the language when they
d to The New Ham shire staff.
·
are through with the course.

"They will only gain this feeling if they have to use Spanish to
communicate in class,'' she said.
"It is exciting to see people
learn the language and be able to
communicate in it," she said. "It
is even more exciting to them
when they get to the point of
thinking in the language.
"When I went ·to Spain the second time, I decided that I would
not speak English. I learned so
many new expressions, but when
I came back and used them in
speaking with my friends in Spanish, they would ask me 'What
does that mean?' and I would
have a hard time trying to explain them. So many expressions
are not directly translatable,"
she said. .
Evans is realizing her goal, for
oven in tho beginning of thoir co-

cond semester, her students are
already beginning to learn to
think in Spanish.
This petite willowy young woman who constantly brushes her
shoulder-length, sun-streaked,
light-brown hair out of her face,
is enthusiastic and energetic. Her
stud~nts are enthralled. They are
learning. They are communicating in Spanish.
And, Senorita Evans is overjoyeq with their success .

•

WHITEHOUSE
PTICIANS, INC
Dover Drug Building
6 Broadway
Dover. N. H.
Tel.742-1744
·· s:30-5; Closed W.ed.
·

Rx PRESCRIPTIONS
~.FILLED OR DUPLICATED
WEATHER INSTRUMENTS-SUNGLASSES BINOCULARS

!..-

DOl'T OVIBLOOI US

ca

.:=
........
-PREPARE FOR: ,
MCAT • DAT• LSAT • GRE

-i-~:

Flex1DIe Programs a.· Hours
~ere rs. ••nereru:e!!!

·

CENTER

LOOI

us

OVIB

You might find just what you're looking for.

I Tower Square
Hartford, Ct. 06115
An equal opportunity employer M/F

Test Preparation Specialists Since 19311

For Information Please Call:

We're not only one of the largest diversified financial
institutions in the country, we offer interesting and
challenging careers to rival the excitement of
''glamor'' industries.
Our business depends in large measure on our data
processing capabilities, and we have some of the most
sophisticated equipment available. As the demands
increase, we need college trained people to join our
staff and help develop new systems.
We encourage your personal growth with opportunities for continuing education - reimbursement for jobrelated courses, courses leading to academic degrees
and excellent in--house educational facilities.

THE TRAVELERS

25 untington Ave., Boston

Give yourself a chance. Give us a chance to explore
with you some prospects for a career that will satisfy
all your criteria. Visit our college relations officer who
will be on your campus Februanr 14.
Please make an appointment through your Placement
Director.

(617) 261-5150
For Locations In Other Cities, Call:
TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782
.
Centers in Major US Cities
loronlo . Puerto ll,co and Lugano , Sw,tzerland

\\' c enjoy what
W c do-and so do
our customers

BAIR;~
ONLJ:

29mainst.
Durham

EO

Hours
Mon-Sat 9-5:30
Thurs eve till 8

PHONE 868-7051

,~-----------------. 'Wi11,ter
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NITE OF SIN
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Greek Council

*Rick Bean DJ.
--*~amblin~
*coffeehouse
*ma~ician
•* palm rcadin~
ice cream sundae bar
* .kissin~ boQth
*pie throw
*dart throw

*

Carr,ival <=Ball

*shows
show girls
*horse racin~
*folk sin~er
*animated feature

Saturday, February 11
dinner, show, dance
Granite State Room .. Memorial Union
6 p.m. buffet dinner/ 8: 30 p:m. dance

cash bar/ hors'doeuvres
(positive I.D., 18 years or older required)

1•·riday
February IO

buffet, dance, & show, $6.50
show & dance only, $2.00
King & Queen Crow~ing
Snow Sculptures
&Snow Races
Awards

7: 30 p.111.-

1 a.Ill.

Union

Buffet by
. Hotel
Students
I

valentines 'n
winterti:qie

THURSDAY
• Opening Ceremonies, 6p.m., MUB hill
• Square Dance, N.H. OUTING CLUB, 8 p.m.
Putn1:lm Pavilion

• Canadian Brass, a p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES, MUB

FRIDAY
• Nite of Sin., GREEK couNc1L
7: 30 p.m., MUB
• Night Cross-Country
Skiing, 1 p.m.

SATURDAY
• Snow Sculpture Judging,10-12p.m.
• Snow Races, N.H. OUTING CLUB, 12 p.m..,E.ast/West Park
• Winter Carnival Buffet
& Ball,, CROWNING OF KING & QUEEN, 6 & 8:30 p.m., MUB

SUNDAY
• Ski Trip,

N.H. ouT1NG cLua

WILDCAT SKI AREA,

. leaves MUB 6:30 a.m.

Jebruary 9-12 .

winter.
carnival
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Professor. -T homas Fisher is always looking for a chal!enge
FISHER
continued from page 3

Fisher said, pressing his hands
to his forehead. "I decided to go
with the entomology and have
music as an avocation."
Fisher's professional performances as a vocalist included
appearances on Broadway, in
Carnegie Hall and with the Philadelphia Harmonic.
"My career started with a barbershop quartet in college,'' he
said, sitting so straight as if
· ready to belt out "Sweet Adeline" .
"I couldn't sing a part and the
woman director told me, 'If you
are going to sing 'Pooh-Bah'
you're going to have to take
singing lessons.' "
While attending graduate
school at Rutgers Fisher took
singing lessons in New York City.·
"I made the big time of white
tie and tails and a lonely piano
on the stage," he reminisced out

to the clergy and theology.
"When I was an undergraduate
at Iowa State," he said as he
got up from his chair and walked
towards the small upper window
of his basement office, " I was
considered, not the best athlete
or most good looking, but most
versatile."
He turned from the window,
clapped his harids energetically
and loudly said, "Versatility can
be a curse, madame."
A curse?
"Critical decisions must be
made when deciding a direction,"
he said. He used the example
of choosing between pursuing a
singing career in Europe, to
train
for the Metropolitan·
Symphony or remaining in New
Jersey with his wife, three children and insects.
"That was some decision,"

olives in Spain, to peaches in
France to beans in Mexico. My
children were without a father
for one third of the year. "
He lifted his feet and rested
them on his desk. Leaning his
narrow wiry body back in his
chair, with hands behind his head
and stretched legs, he resembled
an elongated grasshopper. He
talked of leaving Libby for a
teaching job at Johnson State
College in Vermont.
"I always felt I had a penchant
for teaching," Fisher said. "I
never had any fingertouching
courses of teaching--it's a naturar
thing for me."
But teaching and working with
insects is not the only love of
the gregarious Fisher. His talents
range from music and dramatics

loud.
Fisher's popularity with audiences is not limited to music
fans .or classrooms but stretches
to church-goers as well.
"When we came to Nottingham
there was an empty pulpit in
the church," Fisher said, "I said •
I had a little experience in
preaching during my three years
in Vermont and I could fill in
until they found a replacement.
"That was nine years ago and
I've been filling in ever since."
be said.
Only once t:iave Fisher's religious views entered the classroom.
Fisher said, his voice subdued,
"During the whole Moonie thing
last fall I felt moved to present
the basic differences of Rev.
Moon's theology and JudeoChristian theology to a class.
Somebody had to ,;:peak up. I felt .
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Moon was some slick artist would
get up there and speak to impressionable kids.
"I felt like any typical father
concerned with my kids. I was
over-concerned, thoug~ the students took care of the Moonies
very well on their own, ' ' he said.
So how can a man who has
played at Carnegie Hall, traveled around the world, and
explored all facets of insect control be challenged and content
in rural N.H.?
"Challenged?" Fisher asked.
"I teach, own an apple orchard,
am contracted by the American
Farm Bureau Federation to
speak at regional meetings, research, aside from acting as
clergyman and spending time
with my family.
"Don't worry, gal, I'm challenged."

i
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rs.SOHURITY LIFE FOR' YOU

spring 78

YOGA
BATIK
LEATHER
QUILTING
MACRAME
STAINED GLASS
SILVER SMITHING
BELLY DANCING
NEEDLEPOINT &
CREWEL
TOLEPAINTING
1

'
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The Panhellenic Council
Invites All
Second Semester
Freshmen and
Upper Class Women
To

The
Information.· Session

s

begins ai 6pm Surit.la_y

_C lasses begin February 13, 1978

CRAFTS COURSES
REGISTRATION
february 8, 9, &-10
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

room 126
Memorial
Union

Information on tuition & courses
available during registration

February 12th in the
Senate-Merrimack Roorri

H

of the MUB.

* ·HOUSE -TOURS AT 7PM*
Questions? Call Deb 2-1837 or Erin 2-1386
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Vote on visitation
CAUCUS
people and deserve to be treated
continued from page 1
as such.
. "rve talked with a lot of people
what the facuUy are doing.
"The report shows that the m different areas. It is our opinion
faculty are not snubbing their the report is the best compromised statement, " he said. '~It
noses atthe trustees," he said.
The report states: "Trustees of speaks to the concern of not snubthe University have a special re- bing our noses atthe Trustees."
lationship to the University. Visits
Professor of Speech and Drama
by Trustees to University facil- Joseph Batchellor said, "The ·
ities and functions should be en- Trustees have certain responsicouraged. This includes visits to bilities and should have some
the most important place in the1 measure of come and go of what's
University: the classroom. That: going on. We should have the
Trustees should be informed a- amenities of life observed first
bout classroom instruction is hand."
__ clearly a ®sirable goal. We urge ! "I welcome the input of Trusall faculty to welcome contact · tees," said Professor Herman
with Trustees. "
Gadom of the Whittemore School. .
Romoser said that though trus- "I would be happy to have the
tees ' requests to have access to trustees in my classroom. .
classrooms have subsided "the
" I'd welcome Rock 's visit to
situation may flare up again.' '
my classroom as a standard visit
"The purpose of the report is _ of a Trustee," he said.
not to propose change but restate
Trustee and University classthe existing rule on visitation · room interaction should be stimgiv~ reasons ;md taking notP tlrnt ulated al_ld _encouraged, said oroa discrepancy has occurred. The fessor of h1stmy Marc Schwarz.
report affirms the Trustees have
" I'd like the Trustees to go
a great deal to do with the Uni- throu_gh the history department
versity," he said.
and ask us about policy or how
Chairman of the Faculty Cau- things are going," he said.
cus Professor Robert Simpson past much of the interaction has
said, "The Trustees are special been through press releases."

ACADEMIC

-RESEARCH
l 0,000 TOPICS

QUALITY GUARANTEED-!
. SEND Sl.00 FOR YOUR :no-,AGE
MAIL ORDER CATALOG

1
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NEWMARKET, N.H.
(603) 659-6321
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rder
thre~,
one1s
free!
Now get 3 enlargements for
the price of 2 when you order
Kodak color enlargements
from same-size prints, color
slides, or Kodak color neg,atives. Order 5 x 7-, 8 x 10-,
11 x 14-inch, anything up to
and including 16 x 24-inch
enlargements . Come in and
see us for details today. Offer
ends March 15.

CO°LOR

PROCESSING

TUES-WED LUNCH at the DUMP
· String Band
THURS CORMAC MCCARTHY
FRI-SAT THE POTSTILL BAND
featurina Patrick Sky

av

Kodak

Town
& Campus

35 Main St.
Across from Post Office

coming Feb. 14 ...

NORMAN 8LAKE

ooN'T
··
t-\lBERNATF.!
Eat a hearty
breakfast!

Tel. 868-5970

RING DAYS
ARE -H ERE! ·
MUBLOBBY
10-3

n

-~"' WEDNESDAY &
THURSDAY
•

DAILY WINTER SPECIALS:
7:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

main street
Durham
868-9661

FEBRUARY 8TH & 9TH

1

several styles to select from

2 Scrambled Eggs,
Homefries, Toast
·Tuesday:
Blueberry Pancakes,
Sausage
.
Wednesday: Cheese Omelet,
Toast
French Toast
Thursday:
Sausage
2 Fried Eggs,
. Homefries, Toast
·Plus Jmce and coffee
tea or hot chocolat~

mub

eafgfgria

the works ...

99c

O'Brien &Johnson Inc.
-190 Forbes Rd~ ·

Braintree, Mass-.
617-848-3250

PM:;E TtN
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editorial----The Trustees need (lexibility
The House Subcommittee on _Edu~ation will
conduct a hearing tomorrow on a bill which
would freeze out-of-state enrollment at UNH at 25
percent. It is a bitl which must be defeated.

subcommittee on education. He says that out-otstate students are now paying $160 over the cost
of their education. If House Bill 1010 passes into
law, Lessard fears that figure will have to rise to
$200 per students over the cost of their education.

The trustees do not want to turn UNH into a

state students. More tuition dollars from out- of-

and fees by balancing the in-state, out-of-state enrollments.
On top of the financial situation, the legislature
is trying to ·supercede the power of the trustees.
This is unfair. The trustees know the University
better than the legislature, and only they are
· eq-u_ipped to make important decisions involving
enrollment. The Trustees do it every year. It is inconceivable that the : legislature could make the
right decisions once every two years.
The situation actually goes beyond the numbers
of students ·enrolled al UNH. There is a power
struggle brewing between the 'legislature and the

:,chool dominated by ou ~ of state studcnto. But

state students mean fewer tuition increases for
everybody. That is necessary and desirable.

Board of Truotcco. It io a otru00lc which can only

they know they aren't going to get any windfalls
from the state in terms of budget hikes. They
only want to hold the line on skyrocketing tuition

hurt the University
The first step to averting the struggle is quick
defeat for House Bill 1010.

House Bill 1010 would strip the University
Board of Trustees of the power to fluctuate enrollment percentages, and would therefore cost
the University a lot of money.
Currently, the Board can increase the out-ofstate percentage to meet the financial demands of
the University. More out-of-state students mean
more tuition dollars than if there were more in-

Rep. Leo Lessard of Dover is the chairman o~ the

Board. Chairman Richard Morse concurs with
Lessard. He said yesterday that the out-of-state
student pays "the cost of his education and then
some." He f~els that limiting the out-of-state enrollment at 25 percent will eventually pass the cost
of education on to New Hampshire students.

letters-----Sweetheart
To the Editor:
Please be a sweetheart and give a
"Pint-Size valentine in the fabulous
Durham Red Cross Love-Line! This
love-ly happening :will take place on
Monday, February 13th through Thursday February 16. ten to three at the
Memorial Union, and we hope to see
you all !
In 1950, your Vermont-New Ham -.
pshire Red Cross Blood Program
began its service to humanity, and in
that first year, collected 12,000 pints - a
total which then adequa tely met
patient needs. Since that time, increased population, new medical
techniques- and modern blood usage
have made a most challenging job for
your Red Cross. In 1978 it has been
estimated that over 70,000 pints must
be collected to keep up with the
demands.
· UNH and Durham donors responded
in the beginning to start a tradition of
leadership in the program; we need
you even more in 1978 ! From 1950
when the program itself might have
been called " Pint -size " to the
sophisticated program of 1978 the
" pint" had been the thing !
So, join our Love-Line· in 1978 and
t;ive a "Pint-Size " valentine to
someone who will lov,~you forever!
Lovingly
. Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross
Blood Chairman
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To The Editor:
Starting to get bored on Friday
nights? If you are or you are looking
, for something different to do, come to \
Greek Nite of Sin, Friday Feb. 10
intheMUB.
This Winter Carnival entertainment
is put on to benefit both the Durham
· Day Care Center and Great Bay Training ,
Center. The Greek Council of UNH,
· which is ·made up of 11 fraternities
and five sororities, is sponsoring the
event.
During Nite of Sin there will be/
such attractions as the gambling casino,\
a horseracing palace, a coffeehouse,
,a film presentation, and an ice cream
sundae bar. Novelties include a kissing
1
booth, a dart throw, a pie throw, palm

reading, clowns, and much more. D.J.
Rick Bean will be in the Granite
State Room at 11 p.m. The fun starts
at 7:30 and will continue to 1:00 a.m.
So show Greek Council you care by
:::oming to the event of your life.
Don't miss it!
Jon Carlson
Chris Mott
Nite of Sin Co-Chairmen,
Greek Council

Games

To the Editor:
This past weekend Worcester State
College in Worcester, Mass., was host
to the 1978 ACU-I New England Regional Games Tournament. UNH was
represented by six students who had
won in the annual campus tournament
organized through the MUB Games
Room earlier this year.
As a member of the Student Activities staff, I had the pleasure of accompanying these students to the competition. Approximately 30 schools were
represented at Worcester, with students entered in a variety of events
which included Bridge, Chess, Billiards , Table Tennis, Bowling, Table
Soccer (Foosball ), Air Hockey and
Frisbee competition.
To the casual observer these games
may seem unpretentious, if compared
to the wildly boisterous crowds the
football or hockey team attracts. However, both the brawny football or hockey team and skillful table tennis player can be athletes that display dedication to their chosen sport, respect to
their opponents, and good sportsmanship throughout. These were the kind
of athletes UNH sent as their representatives to the ACU-1 Tournament, and
although the prizes they won may not
have been for first place, we should all
be proud of them.
In the Table Tennis competition,
Robert Treitel and Mark Weinberg
placed· secoqd in the Men's Doubles,
and Frances Dwyer and Mark Weinberg placed second in the Mixed Doubles. In Billiards, fourth-year competitor Jay Beckingham placed third. In
Table Soccer, or foosball, Tom Asacker
and Michael Dow placed fourth.
Both ACU-I and the Student Activities
Office at UNH believe that leisuretime activities can play an important
role in the complete educational development of students, and therefore,
will continue to sponsor students in
these tournaments. I can only hope
those students in the future are as deserving of this honor.
Gail P . Olyha
Coordinator, Student Activities

tter•
1he New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and

prints them as-Space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any
letter.
All letters must be typed, double spa'-a. .rnd a maximwn at 500 ·words in
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minwedtting. Flrial decisions
on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial
U,niop·Building, UN_H, Durham, N.H. 03824.
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The New Hampshire
T~e New Hampshire is now accepting applications for 1978-79 positions

· If you're interested· in journalism, anything from writing to production
to .layout come work with us.
We offer a stimulating atmosphere and a real learning experiece.
The new staff will take over with our April 11

issue.

The New Hampshire is seeking imaginative and dedicated students for the following

PAID

positions:

Editor-in-Chief

News Editors- (2)

Productions Associate

Managing Editor

Sports Editor

Copy Editor

·Business Manager

Arts Editor

Circulation Manager

Advertising Manager

Photography Editor

Advertising Associates

Applications are available -in room 151 of the MUB.

-SENIORSTHE '78 GRANITE OFFERS
YOU ONE LAST CHANCE
TO SIGN-UP FOR YEARBOOK
PORTRAITS ...

LAST WEEK
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Sunshine Boys by the sea is a theater's treat
by Janice T. Bourque
Vaudeville--ah, ... those were
the days of slapstick and oneliners, roaring laughter and two
man teams. That age of comedy
seems so sweet to many but equally
as bittersweet to others.
Willie Clark and Al Lewis experience both in the Sunshine Boys,
a recent production at Theatre
by the Sea, in Portsmouth.
In Neil Simon's play, the Sunshine ·'boys·' are two cantankerous
ex-vaudevillians who, after 43
years as a famous comedy team,
break up, and after spending 11
years refusing to speak with one
another, reunite for one last performance.
Willie Clark, portrayed by Sy
Travers, had _been forced into
retirement by his partner and now
spends his days in a ratty bathrobe watching soap operas and
reading the obituaries of his old
show biz cronies In variety, the
trade's newspaper.
Travers does an excellent job
of projecting the character of
Willie as a high-strung, perpetual
motion machine who refuses to
realize that his days are over.
This is difficult to do throughout
the whole play, requiring a great
deal of energy but also demanding
the actor to expose the sentimental
sensitive side of Willie.
Travers plays the part so well
that when Willie recalls his ex-partner's irritating habit of poking
him in the chest and spitting in
his face the scene is funny, but
the personal affront against such
abuse cuts through . the humor
-like a knife.
The timing, so vital an aspect
of vaudeville comedy, is accurate,
guiding the punchlines straight
to their mark. Willie, referring to
Lewis's retirement, "He left me
asking all the questions with no
one to answer them''.
In the meantime, Al Lewis, portrayed by Bill Farley, lives with
his married daughter's family in
suburban New Jersey, just "listening to the shrubs grow".
Farley skillfully bends his body
and sags his cheeks to evolve
Lewis into a whitened, frail old
man who still retains his sharp
wits.
Clark's nephew and agent, Ben,
persuades the bilious pair to reunite for one final appearance
on the Ed Sullivan show as a
salute to comedy.
Tom Celli, as Ben Silverman,
handles this awkward role surprisingly well. It is not a question
of Celli's ability, but in the character itself.
Ben is the typical business agent
who rushes about between his job
hours trying to help and look out
for Willie.
The audience, at first, finds it
difficult to believe that Ben really
wishes to fulfill Willie's need rather
than what he thinks Willie needs.

brogue is accurate and blends
strangely well with Willie's New
York accent.
Her voice is pleasant but possesses a tone that makes it clear
that an argument is out of the
question, when Willie tries to get
out of bed.
The play ends with Lewis telling
Clark that he is going to live
in the Retired Actor's Home. Clark
grimaces as he-realizes that they
shall inevitably remain together
for he has just agreed to move
there due to Ben's prodding. Willie
groans and stuffs a pillow around
his head trying to block out, in
a hctppy but disgusted sense, the
very thought of it all.
The supporting cast members,
which include Doris Yeager as a
vivacious, sexy redheaded nurse,
Thomas Reardon as a patient,
and Dan Raymond as the voice
of a TV director emanating from
a dark pit givG frGshness and a

change of pace, allowing the play
to move along with breaks in the
intensity of the tone existing between the two main characters.
The performance successfully
makes certain points. First, it shows
how minor details like that of the
arrangement of chairs, though
there' only be one or two, can
affect the act. Secondly, it reveals
how two people, whose lives are
intertwined because of their careers, can work brillantly together,
yet dislike each other as individuals. These teams, though riproaring and delightful can truly
be a case of laughter without
joy.

"The timing, so
vital an aspect of
vaudeville comedy,

.

1,s accurate ... ''

Willie Clark, portrayed by Sy Travers, is visited l by his nephew Ben Silverman, portrayed by
Tom Celli. (photo courtesy Theater by the Sea)
Celli, however, skillfully exposes
Ben as being genuinely interested
in reuniting the two men.
In a smooth transition at certain
scenes, Celli moves Ben from a
hypertensive to a sympathetic,
sensitive man.
The "tea~' scene follows with
Al coming over to visit Willie and
rehearse for the show. Uneasiness
and tension pervades the air as
the two struggle to communicate.
Amid wise-cracks and accusations,
th'e two expose flickerings of deep
concern and interest in each other.
According to_ Thomas LeE: ~_il_lclair, director ol the Sunshine
Boys this scene is the most difficult to perform. Prior to this episode, the play moves at a high

tempo, then quickly tones down
to a lower key and pace.
Raisin_g the lower level to its
original level depends on the actor's
ability to use body movement and
voice inflection so that the transition is smooth and unnoticable.
Travers and Farley possess that
ability, for by the end of the
scene, the tempo is again raging.
As Willie and Clark try to "set"
the stage together, they go in
circles, one picking up the furniture the other has just set in the
"proper" position. This particular
scene deserves credit, for the
main stage is small, and the actors
could quite easily bump into one
another.
Instead, the stage designer,

Larry Fulton used his creativity
along with the choreographer,
and together they designed movements that are clean and uncluttered:
During the rehearsal for their
routine, which is based on the
real life Smith and Dale "Dr.
Kronkheit" sketch, Clark discovers
that Lewis still has his infuriating
poking and spitting habit.
He becomes upset and Lewis
walks out on him. Willie is left
clutching his heart and screaming,
"Lewis has done it again".
Willie has suffered a heart attack, and while he is recuperating,
he tries to win the affections of
a live-in registered nurse, played
by Nan~y Walton Fenn. Fenn's

And thirdly, it displays the acquired ability of this particular
cast to· listen to each other. Listening not only refers to cue lines,
but more importantly, to sensitivity between characters above
and beyond that which is inherent
in the script.
The Sunshine Boys delights the
funny bone and saddens the heart,
capturing the little truths of a
dead era and its dying breea
while avoiding sloppy sentimentality.
The Sunshine Boys will be presented eight times- weekly
through March 12. Evening
performances, Tuesday through
Friday, are at 8:30 p.m. Saturday performances are at
5:00 and 9:00 p. m. Afternoon
matinees are at 2:00 on Wednesday, and 3:00 on Sunday.
For ticket information, call
Theater By the Sea at 43J-6660.

Much fun out of many pieCes
By Ann Eastman
-Arthur Ganson has a unique
talent for taking bits and pieces
of wire, springs, rubber wheels,
and rubberbands and transforming them into complex structures, both intriguing and functional.
Ganson, a dark haired, mustached UNH art major, also makes
figures out of clay and bronze,
like many of the other art students
at the sculpture Coop in Paul

Arts.
He made one recently whlch he
says is, "just for visual fun."
It has a small, wire crank
which when turned, rotates a
gear, which interlocks with
another gear, which turns a
wheel, which makes a rubber ball
at the end of a rod bow and so on.
--His structures are reminiscent of
Rube Goldberg inventions. One
thing leads to another.
That is precisely how Ganson

An Arthur Gailson Creation. (Art Illman photo)

works. He gets a general idea,
begins wnn sometnmg as simple
as a wire soldered to another two
wires and adds on from there.
He usually doesn't ;d raw
designs for his pieces first. "I
never know how it's going to look,
I just know what I want it to do. I
can't know what problems I'm
going to come up against."
If he encounters a flaw, he
takes it apart and rebuilds.
Among Ganson's creations is a
wire slot-machine, an animated
movie projector, and a wire and
wheel clock.
Ganson began his original
works three years ago. as a
sophomore. He started it while
working on a project for three
dimensional art class.
He built a wire fraine, then
decided to enable it to take quarters.
Putting together pieces of wire
in mechanical ways that look
delicate and interesting but that
also do something, is one of his
main objectives. He feels his
medium has "fewer limitations"
than sculpture.

UNH Art student Arthur Ganson works on an invention.
mean many things. I guess it's
just what your born with." said
Ganson.
When asked about future plans,
he is unsure. He hopes to show his
work at the senior art exhibit in
May. After that, "I really don't
know." The results of Ganson's
It's something I can under- tinkering thus far, are certainly
stand, 'but a figure of a girl can fascinating.

More recently, he said, "I have
been making things for the visual
effect."
For him, it is more difficult to
express himself in a human
sculpture. He feels that the function of a slot machine is obvious.
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uu 111 MEDICAL THRILLER oF THE YEAR .. :·tR,PPING
HIHW YING. f ASl ·PACED SUSPENSE"'--NEW·YORK TIM.ES

Coma is a terrifying tale of the healing profession.
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By :Barbara Scott
Dress reflects~ person 's character. And vice versa .
Such was the case at l<' riday.
night's Faschings Festival at the
foreign language mini-dorm.
A Faschings Festival is a German celebration much like the
Mardi Gras in New Orleans. It is
one last celebration before Lent.
Organized by _the German Club ,
on campus, the party was "really
different" than its counterpart in
Germany, according to Sigrid
Karkavelas, a native of Germany.
Karkavelas said, "Faschings
in Germany are huge parties:

Coma is frightening
By Rosalie H. Dav.is
Coma, by l{obin Cook. Signet
Books, 305 pp.
''Dr. · Billing had no idea
that this healthy young
woman was going to be his
first major complication. He
was confident that everything
was under control."
·
A patient 1s etherize·a ·on an
operating table. Nancy Greenly,
23, has a medical history uncomplicated with anything but a case
of mononucleosis at 18.
She is admitted to Memorial
Hospital -for a routine operation.
Before she is in the recovery
room, she is irreversibly
comatose. Diagnosis: anesthetic
complications.
Thirteen other patients undergo
minor surgery -and become
comatose from anesthetic complications in OR No. 8.
Author Robin Cook, an opthamologist at Mass. General
hospital , writes pure suspense
from keen first hand observation
with meticulous and complete
detail.
Cook's tenuous and frightening
mystery is finally solved by a
young and brilliant female
medical student who battles the
entire medical profession to solve
it.
One of the largest obstacles
that Susan Wheeler, Cook's
heroine, faces in solving the
gargantuan riddle, is the sexist
and stereotypical attitudes
foisted upon her by _her male

colleagues.
· cooK acKnow1edges and condemns this behavior and Wheeler
skillfully converts the distracting
attitude into a tool.
Coma etherizes and dissects a
revered · profession which-bas
become a snarl of financial,
criminal, and academic abuse.
The callous and detached attitude of .surgeons, nurses, and
administrators strikes a familiar
note in a society that is increasingly anonymous.
Insensitivity is labeled as
professionalism, · and greed as
practicality in Cook's medical
jungle.
Successful medical personnel
condemn ideas that pose risks to
their security. Wheeler overcomes this opposition as she exposes the heinous crime.
The motive for the crime is
avaricious and common. The
method is fantastic, ghoulish, and
frighteningly possible.
Cook 's vivid and realistic interpretation of hospital personalities and procedure will
convince a reader that Coma is
as inevitable as it is real. It is
enough to cause anyone to cancel
a tonsilectomy from sheer dread.
As -Wheeler unravels the plot,
she finds that she can trust no
one. The chief of surgery himself
is implicated.
,
Wheeler almost becomes the
fourteenth victim at the hands of
the surgical butcher who creates
a heinous and brilliant lucrative
crime.
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Everyone dances all night, and · galumphed. Of the festivities , he
growled, "The German spirit is
everyone wears costumes.''
Most people at the mini-dorm really thriving on the UNlf camwere wearing costumes, but most pus." He (Karl Gage ), paused to
interesting was that they acted adjust his furs, "The saving grace
according to the way they were of foreign language in Durham is
us! "
dressed.
A limber, Danskin-clad mime,
Gliding silently among the cele"
brants was a wizard dressed in a added "
Dow~stairs, the Bachman
blue hooded gown, supporting
himself on a gnarled wooden Brothers Cor' .s, (Peter Ruel,
staff, drinking aquamarine beer George Schwartz, and Steve Nix)
were busy as elves.
·
from an Erlenmyer flask.
They were transporting frozen
The wizard, (really freshman
Charles LeRay) said that the pretzels from the tiny laundry
room to the kitchen where they
beer tasted "just fine."
A hairy, mean-looking Visigoth baked them to a delicious golden
cleared a path ·wherever he brown.
Other delicacies were hot-dogs,
cheese bits, and light and dark
beer.
M_unching daintily on a hot-dog

"The German spirit·

is really thriving
on the UNH
campus."

Blonde bombshell Jane Fonder left a catastrophic fallout
of followers. ( George Schwartz photo.)

bit dipped in mustard was a blonde
bombshell who gave his name as
Jane Fonder. He was having
trouble keeping his thick brown
beard free of mustard.
He tugged constantly at his
·black fishnets to keep them from
·falling down in a wrinkled bundle
around his well-shaped ankles.
Jane, <Peter Svatek of Nashua)
-blushingly gave his measurements as , "Pretty big-medium-pretty big. ''
A live band consisting of two
trumpets, a clarinet, trombone,
string base, and drums played
while people polka-ed, waltzed,
and danced free-style.
According to Elwin Richter, no
Fashings festival would be complete without a " Geist. " Richter,
dressed as a geist, looked sinister
in hfs black suit and whitened
face lined with black to look like
a skeleton 's face.
"A geist ,. said Richter " reminds people that hard tim~s are
coming. ' ' He grinned mysteriously and walked solemniy thr·ough
tho festive crowd.

a le n da r
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Williams reads his new fiction

Tuesday, February ,

By Brendan DuBois
The UNH Writer's Series began
its second semester of activity
with a fiction reading given last
night by UNH resident novelist
Thomas Williams, who has been
teaching writing at the University since 1955.
Professor Williams has published seven books, one of which
won the National Book Award in

Theater by the Sea: The Sunshine Boys, a comedy by Neil
Simon. Presented eight times weekly. For ticket and time
information, call 431-6660.
Stone Church: Lunch at the Dump. An excellent bluegrass
group. Located on Zion's Hill in Newmarket.
WUNH 91.3 FM: Classical Music with Steve Woodward.
6-8 p.m.

Wednesday, February 8

1975.

At the Forum Room in the Dimond libr:ary ,· Williams spoke to
a group of eighty people, who
braved the winter storm to hear
him.
_
William.s is a pleasant ldoking
middle-aged man dressed in dark
conservative clothing, whose
smiling face is outlined. Speaking
in clear tones, his voice managed
to reach the back of the room
without overpowering the listeners.
Gripping the edge of the lectern
firmly, he began by reading a
poem that was published in Harpers Magazine titled "Giraffe."
Laughing a bit, Williams recalled
how the publication of this poem
caused him to receive a lifelong membership in a giraffe-appreciation society in California.
After reading another poem to
the attentive audience, Williams
read a section from his newest
novel, ''The Followed · Man,''
which will soon be published by
R'ichard Marek.
Briefly, the book is about a
number of characters b a rural
New Hampshire town, particularly about one Eph Buzzel, an
eighty year old man who survives
quite well in today's world by

Aaron Conant Coffee House: Sam Abrams, a widely published poet will read his own works. Located on Washington Street in Portsmouth. Reading begins at 8 p.m.
MUB Pub: Rick Bean, Funk and Bump. Starts at 8 p.m.
WUNH 91.3 FM: Woman's Music with Patti Morrison,
8-10 p.m.

Professor Tom Williams read
novel. (Brendan DuBois photo)
selling off portions of land.
Williams prose os not wordy,
yet one can easily visualize the
scenes that he describes.
During the course of the reading, a minor disaster struck.
While building up to a climax in
the reading, Williams stopped,
discovering that some pages
were missing. Though he appeared
a bit flustered, he smiled and continued gamely.
At the end of the reading, after
receiving substantial applause,
Williams talked a bit about how
reading his ·novel allowed him to
see some of the minor difficulties
that were apparent in his book.
The Writer's Series began last
semester as a committee effort of

an excerpt from his latest
five English graduate ·students.
The program starte<1, according
to committee member Joseph
Freda , " ... because we felt there
was a need for writers and people
associated with writing to come
in and give talks of what they're
doing and how they do it."
Future speakers include
Donald Hall, poet, on Feb. 27;
kosellen Brown, poet and fiction writer, on March 27; and
poets Joyce Peseroff and
Jane Kenyon on April 10.
All readings are given at
the Forum Room at the Dimond Library, and admission
is free.

Thursday, February 9
Celebrity Series: Canadian Brass, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
For ticket information, call 862-2290.
Winter Carnival Begins: lasts until Sunday, February 12.
Opening Ceremonies-Torch run from Franconia by the
brothers o{ AGR, with music provided by the Canadian
Brass Quintet. Bonfire and Refreshments, Memorial
Union Hill at 6 p.m. Square Dance, Putnam Pavilion,
8 p.m. Admission, $2.
1MUB

Pub: Bill Morrissey, folk. 8 p.m.

MUSO Film: The Seven Percent Solution. Strafford Room,
MUB. Shows at 7 and 9:30. Admission, $.75.
WUNH ~1.3 FM: Blueg_~ass with Cuzin Richard, 8-10 p.m.
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Subcoinntlttee to discuss enrollinent

"A
person

HOUSE BILL
continued from page 1

made annually by the Board and
cannot be made by the legislature
biannually.'' '
Also on the agenda for tomorrow's meeting is discussion of
House Bill of Intent 2034, which
propo~es a uniform ~ystem of

isof ·
Jmore
value·
than a

transferring credits from other
institutions intoUNH.
"A house bill of intent does not
have the power of legislation, but
is intended to have influence of
department heads." Lessard
said. "It's supposed to affect
policy.''
Lessard said many courses at
two-year vocational/technical
schools which are based on ·three

FRANKLIN
THEATRE

world""

Housing
DRAC

Feb.
6:30 & 8:30

·Arny is fourteen, feels i•so1atEtd and confused, ha~ run
away once more from home.~-. Miguel, a truant feels he
has to-fight to make his mark.in life .. : Mrs. Wilson, a ·
single parentpf three small children, feels she has no ·
one·she can tum to ...
If you feel call~d to· uve out your Chri.~tian vocation
by helping troubled teenagers and families to develop a
sense of self-worth, to believe that they are lovable and
can become creative members of.society-why not write
to us, THE SISTERS OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD, a world-wide community of· religious women aod find Jut
the many ways you can:serve in social services, :.Special ·
education and related fields. With us,.you will.go in
·search of the lost, th& hurt, the confused, the unloved.and the unloving.
·
.
If you would like mqre information about THE
GOOD SHEPHERD SISTERS' apostolate of-caring,
simply fill out the coupon.

Didi

conn Joe Silver

Feb. 8-

ed.-Thurs.
6:30 & 8:30

"Pardon Mon Aff aire"
An all too human comedy.

Interruption

'ri. only

6:30 & 8:30

Woody Allen Janet Margolin

"TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN"

SISTERS OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD
120 West 60 Street
New York, New York 10023

6:30 & 8: 30

Please send me more information about your international
community of SISTERS OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD.

Huth Gordon Bud Cort

"Harold and Maude"

NAME

ADDRESS
STATE

ZIP

oming ..

COLLEGE

AGE

"LOOKING FOR MR. GOODBAH''

classified ads
For

for sale
GL'ITAH. - Gibson SG 100. 2 _Gibson Pickups.
grO\ er machines. hard shell-lined case. Call
l\larc 81i8-2108 $200~!Q_ _
_ __
\'1d<•o Tap<' HPeordl'r $:lW firm. record up_lo
I hour on half md1 \'ideo tapl' . 20 mm .
t,,p,· ,md instruetion book includt>d. Good
!or sell nitiquc. etc. 7-l!J 2158. :UI-1
Fisl'hl'r 201 AM-FM stereo amplif1er-recPi\'-

j~/[t~

\~;>oks1
i:?Nis lr~eir~~~~l~n~(~:~d ;\~~L1,·ing Wol'id V<:'ry l'heap' Call 66-l-2-Hl
l>l'fore 8 ::10 A.l\l.. iiftcr 10 :00 P .M. 2/ 17

FOR SALE: Professional SwivelDesk Chair
$:!O - Krebs Maple coffee Table $40 - Locke
Boston Rocker $40 - Clover Green Tole Floor
Lamp $25. Call 659-2729 after 5:30 P M ?/17

Sale:Onkyo . A-7 Integrated Amplifier
65 watts Rms per channel $295.00. Pioneer
sx-750 ReceiYer 50 watts per channel $285.00.
Call Tom or Tobe.)' 868-9787 or 2-2715. 2/16
For Sale:Slms!90's Rossignol Comps. Used
11ln·<· Iirn(•s Look '.\:<•vada bindings. SFiO
Call Nancy Lawton 868-!H77 or 862-2455. WL.
Snowshoes for sale. Handcrafted and durable.
Standard sizes available immediately , children sizes to order. Reasonably pnced. For
more information and to order call Donna
D<!)' 868-2782. 2/14
__

:Joyd's multiplex stereo system. AM/FM.
8 track. phono, 2 walnut stereo speakers.
$125 firm. If interested contact: Bob Wiseman 4:m Stoke or Call 2-2378. 2/ I 7
fwTn-beds for sale: French Provencial
headboards and footboards; mattress and
boxsprings. Call 862-2147. 2/7 __ _
t<'or Sale: Ladies Rieker ski boots size
7M. Leather with metal buckles. Excellent
condition. $20.00 or best offer. Call Mary
659-5230 PM or weekends. 2/10

SIBREO AM-FM racITo. turntable andspe?kers. Walnut finish . Excellent conditwn
Only $fl5.0II Call Sue al 862-1945 or 868-9924
? / !-'

pre-paid ela11 ad form
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Mistak.i c:tft

'l't>.r

OM word~

byphffiated wGl"'ds count • two.

Brand-name stereo components. No over:
head means. Rock bottom prices. Call Bruce
'368-7499. 2/7
·
-One pair Timberland Boots. Size 7 Wome,1/
5 Men. Worn once - too small. $25 (orig.
$31). 742-8984 evenings. 2/7
Skis - K2 Holidays ( 185 cm J w/444 bindin-:1s.
Reiker size 9 foam-filled buckle boots. Call
Dorothy 74~-4169 after 3: 30 p.m. 2/ 17
CAR STEREO AM-FM 8 track, in dash,
like new, used only a few months, $120
new, asking $60, call Tony 868-5173. 2/ 10
Minolta XE-7 35mm camera. Auto exposure
e)er.t.rnnic _lihutter. With Fl.4, 50mm lens
On~ year old l2BU:UIJ.pJs<fhave other lfinses.
· Call.Nick. ~5_9-2117. _2/10
.
•
Compact - refrigerator, perfect for dorms .
2 yrs old . Same as those rented on Campus
for $50/y ear. For $60 vou can own one.
Call Tom 964-5334 arouncf6 p.m. Will deliver.
2/10_ ___ -llril,1lllllt',i :1 1-:nc~dop<·<lia $-l,~, 1111 oriµinal
pr11 t• '"'s ov<'r $7110.1111 Ext·<'llt·n1 ,·omht1011 .
,\1,-.u : 11r,:; \'. \\ \' a11 in l!ood t·ondit1011
$1700. Write: Chris Kushner, 57 Silver
SI , \\',ilc•1Till<', 1\1..irn• 114_\)(ll . ~, ,
TURNTABLE-Dual i22:i ;, ,tomatic turntable. Dust cover and a $411 Pickering cartndge mclu_ded. Bought last year for $195,
• must sacrifice for $115. Sounds great. Call
749-2,8 44,askforJ.T. 2/17
1-'l II{ S,\LE: Excn·1st· b1cvdt• S,·ar ·s ddu,(•
1111Hh·I Hardi\' usl'd . S<·lfs for $P.O in laft·sl
salt· calalog .· Will st•II tor $:,o. 7-l2-411lti
kl'l'l) Ir~ 111g '!.17
FOi< SALE: Nikonos ·11 undl'rwal(•r (';11m•ra.
T;;kcs l!oc>d nil'tun•s l'V('l1 ii vou 11<'\'tr US('
ii und(•rwall•r. :i- 175.00 742-4101i k('l'l! trying
:!. I
T\'l'I•:\\ HITE!{ - l\lanual Olin•!ti l'ortahll'
a:-k111b $~:, 011 ( 'a ll Barh,;ra ,ii B(i8 'l(i:iO . '!,/7
For sale: :i oiece sectional sofa. Excellent
condition Verv reasonab1e. Call 868-2440
aft Pr :i p.m. 2/ fo
Trak x-counlrv skis with bindings, - boots
1 !Om>. poles Never used. must sell . Prices
negotiafile. Alison Handall :305 or call 8689846 2/10
Stereo for Sale: ·onkvo · receiver. ;i:l waits
per channel. KLH three way speakers. PE
lurntahle with Empire cartridge. Cost new
$940. sell for $450. Call 659-26:32 1after 5
p .m . I 2/21

cars for sale

pert menl on~ Mtchtiotu,t tuft.

TO RUN

continued from page 2
DRAC recommends that the
number of available soaces to be
apportioned among sophomores,
juniors and seniors according
a percentage to be developed by
DRAC based on the past five
years' housing data.
Ewa Celichowski, chairman of
DRAC states, "I think it's an excellent pro~osal, most equitable
to students.'
"Tbe work was done and done
well," said Student Body President Peter Tandy. "I feel good
about it. DRAC did a good .iob."
DRAC will continue to solicit
student opinion about the plan.

to

"YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE"

----~------------------------~------~----Sister Ellen Kelly, R.G.S./Vocation Director

CITY

credits, are comparable to four
credit courses at UNH, and should
be transferred accordingly.
However, Director of Adm is
sions Eugene Savage has spoken
out against the bill, saying the
University is satisfied with the
current transfer credit system.
C.urrent regulations allow most
courses with a grade of Corbetter to be transferred to UNH, according to Savage.
Savage has been working on
the system with members of the
New Hampshire Consortium of
Colleges and Universities. He is
expected to testify in Concord tomorrow, according to Lessard.

FOR SALE: '67 VW Squareback. Rebuilt
engine . No rust. new ~ires. Best offer.
Ca11868-2349 . 2/17
'
!-'DH S.\LE
l!lli!I 1-'oid l•:('011"l11H' \',m\ ·g ,\11!0111,ilit· !rans . - ht',i\·,· d11!\' sus 1w11s1011 • ➔ good t irc·s. - ~!l~(i or 1iP,il'l'SI
ollt•r-1:11;- rn:;1 :\lakeano!l('J''.' ~/Ill

DISRUPTIONS
continued from page 1
classes were approached. Six of
the classes were not disrupted because the announcement was
made prior to the opening of
class. Five instructors refused
the ,interruptec entrance since
the class was already underway.
Only two classes were int~rrupted
in the middle of class.
"The disruption did not amount
to more than two minutes," he said.
:Kavanagh said he entered 30
to 40 classes.
"The film was intended to
pump people up to· meet (Gov.
Meldrim) Thomson the next day
(upon his return from South Africa),'' he said
According to :Kavanag_h ., going
into classrooms to make political
announcements "is a matter of
course at other Universities." He
said that because New Hampshire is politically "insular" the
practice is frowned upon here.

FOR SALE: 1973 V.W. I<'astback. 65.000
miles-repainted last summer. $1,800 or best
oner. Call 742-1955 between 5::io and 7:oo
p.m . :l/14
196:J- DODG_E_ POLARA-Needs body work to
pass inspection . Engine works fine and will
run forever. Needs owner who appreciates
old cars 1 $100 or best offer. 749-4951 Irene.
Keep trying. 2/7
1972 MG- Midget, low mileage, excellent condition. $2200 664-2162 after 6. 2/ 17
1971 6 Cvlinder AMC WAGON Automatic
!ransmission PXcellent running condition.
$1150 Please call 664-96:35 2/10 . _
_
l''or Sale 1975 Saab 99 LE - Excellent performance car Korn sho('ks. M1chehns. Good
c:9_n_@i9n_H2.Q!J.QO 742-2879 (J..It_>_?00 _-1971 VEGA - inspected and runs well. Virginis car means little rust. Radial tires. amrm tape prayer $495 B11ss 65·,.1119? ?/?4 ~
196!! Triumph GT6 48.UOO mi.: $1650 negotiable. 742-6288 Rich 2/21
..·
For Sale: 1968 V.W. Bug - 2 brand new snow
tires. rebuilt engine like new, brand new
hrakes and muffler . needs bodv work bodv
will not P<;lSS ins~tion. Call 742-1449 $200. 2/ 21
1971 Dodge Sportsman Maxiwagon - 12
passenger, 45,000 miles. 862-2145. Around
noon . 2/7
FOR SALE:' 1~73 9 _passenger VW Bus
Blue/White 4:J.000 miles asking •2200.00 call
4:ll-4:314 or 436 2831 2/10
Eor Sale : 1967 Plymouth Barracuda Fast 13as;k. 6 cyiinder Engine, 3 speed Manual
Transmission. Everyfhing Worl<s. but could
use some Engine work. $300 or best offer 659~ _4_9__ 2/7 -·
--·
1966 VW 13ug 30,000 miles on a rebuilt
engine. Needs body work. but runs very
well. $150.00. Call Amy 868-7446 2/ 10 _ _ _
1970 VW squareback . Radial tires, new
shocks great in snow, 28 MPG. $600.00 or
best offer. Call Skip 207-439-2812 (Kittery
Pt. >2/ 10
FOR SALE - 1970 yellow 2 door Maverick
3 speed automatic. recent work - new wheel
cyfinder. Snows, good gas mileage, 94,000
ITiil_e_s, start tallilng at ~2?5. Call 659-2896. 2/10
f<'or Sall' - l'l(i!J Ford 1-~l'onnli!w Van - V..
,&11lo11 1;;!i1· lr;;n~ lll',i\'~ d111v susppnsion.
.; good 1ir<·s $!!:ill or 1wan•~I otlc•r -1:Hi-l8:il
l\lakc• ,111 olll'r'.' '217
1965 Chrysler Newport sedan, 8 cyl, a_:t.,
4 ctr .. ps. pb. radio, very good runmng
~ondi_ljg_n_; ~500 or ~st offer· 868-5425. 2/14

services
Typing: 65t per page. Caren ·232 Devine
868-9703 or 2-1062 ? 714
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Navy dunips Cats
HOOP
continued from page 20

Both sides were strong on their
defensive bpards. Navy pulled
down four more ·rebounds · than
the Cats in the first stanza, but
took control in the second, outrebounding UNH, 22-11.
"We were in there knocking,
but we just ~ouldn't get in," said
Friel. "We didn't get blown out,
but that doesn't matter. We still
lost."
Dickson, who finished with 23
points to lead all scorers drew
praise from the coach. "Keith
had a very good game. he was our
whole offense in the first half,"
he said. "We got a good second

PAGE FIFTEEN

Start off on the right foot!

half out of Brendan- (VanDeventer, who had twelve points.)
'' All in all there were some
bright spots," Friel went on, "but
it's not easy to play well when
you 're losing like we are.'' _
Basketbalt Shorts: Although
their road record (2-16) doesn't
show it, the Cats have played
some of their best basketball at
opponents courts this )'.ear.. Dwight
Peters, UNH assistant coach,
seems to think thattogetherness
is the reason. "When we're on the
road, they stick together as a
group, and they think more about
what they're doing," he said.
"They don't have the pressure on
them that they do at home" ..

UNI\JERSITY
/
/

____ _ ..1..-

Icenien trounce Yale
HOCKEY
continued from page. 16

be out the rest of the season with
a separated shoulder ... The Yale
game · was the noisest and· most
spirited showing of fans yet.
qnes to get in stretched out into
the parking lot. A sign inside
read, "Ralph Cox - 1,2,3,4,5 - we
want more!" and the crowd
chanted,
''Evans!
Evans!

Evans! ·· as the Cats took the ice.
Quite a change from earlier in the
; season ... John Conroy, is back
? ? ? singing the national anthem ... Yale has to win all six of
its remaining games if The Elis
hope to make the 'playoffs ... For
UNH, five more wins and a little
help from the ECAC cellar
dwellers will mean home ice in
the playoffs.

Ifs the beginning of a new semester . . . This time you're
going to do it right. This time it's a 4.0, or maybe a 3.5. This time
you'll keep up with the readings.
~nd the way to keep up is to buy your own textbooks.
They're always there when you need them, not just when a
friend or the library can l~an them to you.

THE
STUDENT VIDEOTAPE
ORGANIZATION WANTS

YOU!

Rely·on your textbooks

S.V.T.O. is open to any student who has an interest
in video, T.V., photography, writing, film making,
etc.
Interested in taping:
-Your own shows Weekly meetings
-Intramural Sports
are held every
-Class Projects
THURSDAY
Candid Camera
t 'etc, ...
at7:00
-e t'c, ewe;

~

Learn how to use the ~
.video equipment and
how to tape your own
programs. Be a part
of the FUN of video.
Don't miss this meeting.

UNH BOOKSTORE
HEWITT HALL

~.in the S.V.T.O.

OFFICE

A UNIVERSITY OWNED NON-PROFIT FACILITY
LOCATED ON CAMPUS TO SERVE YOU.

(M.U.B.)
Roomll0A

classified ads
Need 1 female roommate to share large
TYPING of theses, resumes, reports, corresbedroom in apartment on Strafford Ave.,
. pondence, on ~BM Correcting Sele<;tric,
Durham. $125/month, includes everything_
choice of style/pitch, by exper\enced business . Call
Nancy, 868-7317. 2/21
teacher/secretary. Fast, efflcien~ reasonOne roommate wanted for apt. in Dover
able dependable. Call . Diana .::>chuman,
on K-van route. $80/mo. heat and electricity
Uni~ersity Secretarial Associates, 742-4858.
included, no security dePosit. Call Pam
V14,::__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
659-5622 or Nancy 742-5338. 2/21
TYi 'I\;(; - Ldtl'rs. l{us11111P;; , lh-p01·ts. TheRoommate wanted: non-smoking female to
!"l'" ~(l yr;;. PXp . i'_-J!l-~fi!l2 . 2/1(1
share apt. in Dover on Kari-van. Own room
$125 a month includes utilities. Prefer
st:'.\,li\11•:H .JOBS (;\ 1AH.-\l\T1':J<:n 01{
permanent resident. No dogs. Call Barbara
:\IO\EY B,\('I\. NATIOl\'S LAHG1':ST
after 5:00 742-7563. 2/10
l>ll{r:<'TOHY
l\11:\:l'\ll ll\1
FIFTY
El\.11 'L< >YEHS! STATE . l\i< 'LUI >ES MASTRoommate wanted to share three bedroom
Ell .-\l'l ' LIC,\TIOl\ ONLY$:! Sl'M CHOICE
duplex in Newmarket. Own bedroom, near
BOX 1;.J:1 . ST,\TE COLLE<;E. PA. 16801.
Kari-van. Rent: $55.00 per month plus utilities. Call Ed or Pete at 659-5822. Keep
'!.ii'
trying. 2/14
WANT fo sell your used backA'acking equip- · WANTED: Roommates to share furnished,
1ent or cross-country skis: Contact tlie
quiet apartment. 3 full bedrooms. 2- miles
"'REAT BAY TRADER, Lee traffic circle.
from campus on K-van route. Garage. Ideal
!168-7488. Ask for Jack Dudley. 2/17
for cou~ . Call 742-5229. 2/7 •
Wanted: 4th roommate. Own bedrQOm in
Needan·experienced, dependable babysitter?
house w / ocean as front yard. Call 9'2EHll20. 2/21
Call Paw at 868-2587 in Durham. Available
Roommate wanted to share two bedroom
every.night except Monday. 2/17 ___ -~apartment at Westgate in Dover on Kari-van
1'yping--fast, efficient. reasonabl~, thes~s.
route. $95/month (mcludes heat and waterl.
R'eporls. Papers. Have Correcting Selectric
Call Rick 7;12-9187 evenings. 2/17
and Svmbol element...Elaine Vachon. Box
Female Roommate needed: to share nice
288 Middle Rd., Rt I, Dover. NH 0382!' sunny apartment in Durham with easy walk
tel <603 > 742-0394 Deliveries Arranged. 2/24 _
to campus. Call 868-2934 after 5 :00 Sharon. 2/14
Spanish-English translations and typing.
Q!JI Ex~ter 778-0160 2/24
Roommate needed !male or femafeito
share a 2 bedroom apt. on Heritage Hill

for rent

For Rent: Furnished Apartment in Durham,
available immediately for 2 female room mates. $90/month includes all but electricity.
Call 659-2036 after 6 - Ask for Kris, Nancy,
or Roberta. 2/17 _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
. Rent; · Apartment in central location of Do. ver. Un K-van route, near grocery. To
1ease or suOJet 1uu1mo ca11 Nancy, 742-5338 '
orPam6595622. 2/17
--

-·

Room space for rent. Located just off
campus on Strafford Ave. at Alpha Gamma
Rho Frat. Call 868-9859 or 862-1306. 2/14 .

Your Ov.11 Space - brand new · efficiency 15 min. to campus on K-Van quiet country
setting - parking availble. $165/ mon. inclµdes heat, hot water. Avail. immed. Call
Sharon Friedman 862-1700. 2/7
Apoartment for Rent . Yer·; nice effici~n!''.'
. 15 .min, walk from campus , also on ~.ari-va_n
9uiet setting. N_ew_ _appliances. $165/ mo .
includes heat . Call Sharon at 862-1700, leave
mes~a;e. 2/21

roommates
For Rent in Durham . Two female roommates
needed to share furnished apt. $90 a month
plus electric. Call 659-2036 after 5: 00. Ask
for Nancy, Roberta, or Kris _2/14

862-2141

~~l

Ladies "Sep-through tops." :).50 -pr/ hour.
Plwdips Attractive women Plf-ase inquire.
Hack aft tavern Kitt.:rv , MC'. Pleasr call
_tlli:..illll)t. 4:rn-292ou,___
. _
Eligible work study ~tudents, help wanted!
enJoyable, warm. friendly atmosphere ior
waiter/waitreee, Line. Bartenders, ctishwashers. At Faculty Center. Call M-F 8:304:00 862-2095 Mary Sherwoo_d~ 2/7

rides
Ride needed to hockey games at St. Lawrence
University, Canton, N.Y. Feb. 2, and Clarkson
College, Potsdam, N.Y., Feb. 17, will share
expenses. Please contact J,fagg1e 2-2476 or
868-9865. 2/10

lost & found
Found: Men's digital watch 1/20/78 near
Pettibrook market. Call Nancy Lawton
862-2455. 2/10
·Reward! A pair -of prescription sun_glassr,~
in a red vinyl case were lost durmg tbi
first week of the semester,. on campu•;
or on Main Street. If found call 868-296, .
2/14
LOST: Pair of square-framed glasses in a
flo~·ered cloth case. Call Karen 868-9707,
2-1650. 2/10
L~st-:3 cnunK turq01se neckl11<-c trr.rn Ariz'.ln.a
will reward in excess of value of necklace 1f
tound~Pl'ease call Meredith 868-2710. :.!/ 14
Lost-Orange leather wallet , Activity Card&
I.D.. ? Ct. license in it, plus personnal
valuables. Lost ·in vicinity of Keg Room
<mainly), Reward Call Merilee 868-9822 2/3/
2 1 ·•21
Re~ardl'orasiiver,vatch-/ black bandsentimental value lost possibly 111 gms locker
room- Field. House on 2/ 1 Conlact Wendy
868-9929 apt. p12 2/7

5

bd1~d:V~ea~~~d
w~t~e isRrr:te~~~~-~~
grad student or staff members. but students
are welcome . Call Ron Dumont at 2-2067
8 a.m.~.m , and 742'.7035after 4_p_,m. 2/24 _

help wanted
WANTED: eligible work study stude;:tt to
work 15 hours a week, (evenings & saturL1av)
as watchman at the Jackson Estuar}e
Laboratory. Must have own transportation.
Be available to start work immediately.
Contact Mr. Burnett 2-2175. 2/14
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No
experience reguired. Excellent pay. Worldwiae travel. Summer jor or c:areer. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept. G-5,
Box 2049. Port ;\ng~les, Wa~~ir1gtq11_~ " ifl'Z__
('0l 1NSl-:LOI.S
V,\T!-; ( 'AMPS
lor !Ill 111e111b<•r
l _l .S . . July and
l 1011 of l'nvatl'
:\1'\I' York , '.\ . Y .

OF 1'1{1se<•k,; (\U,tlil'il-d counselors
camps ocat<•d :\. East1~rn
August. ( 'on tact: ,\s~ocia( 'a mps . :,:, Wl'sl -1'..!nd St ..
IOn:lfi, :!12, ,:Hi-h;j!I:, . 21 IO
ASSl>('IATION

SAILING AROUND THE WORLD leaving
Nov. '78 for 2 yrs - 6 paying crew wanted $16,000 ea. - 54' Ketch - just finisheci
circumnavigation - contact - Hall Newell "Yacht Lady Esther II - 1671 Miami Gardens
Drive North Miami Beach , Florida 3:3179'
Phone 305-949-1708. 2/ 17

personals
.

Mario Lourie, taken any curves at 60 MPH
lately? Ruined any Mustang transmissions'?
A great trip! Marco Polo lounge, Talahassee,
New Orleans) Southern Belles, Houston.
Deming? Cali1ornia?_Jeff and Ray. 2/7
Blackjack, Roulette, Craps, Coffeenouse,
Novelties, Food & Entertainment. Where's
it all happening? At Greek Nite of Sin Fri.
Feb. IOintheM{JB. Don 'tmissit!2/ I0 __ ' ___ _
Rick Bean is back at NITE OF SIN , Friday,
Feb. lO in the MUB. Dance, Dance, Dance
after gambling & entertamment in Las
Vegas .Don't miss it!!! 2/7
··-·- __
Pike Open Rush. Feb. 6th 8:00 pm , Fcl.i
7th 8:00 pm, and for all late comers Feb
9th 8:00 pm 5 Strafford Ave. "THE HOUSE
THAT SAYS PKA! ! " . 2/7

./

Sigma Nu Fraternity: We've grown from
zero to 43 initiates in less than two years,
Come see why; INFO Meetings Feb. 6,
7,)3, in the Grafton Rm. MUB 7:30-lOpm:2110
DANO: Stakeout in the MUB, Friday, Feb.10
~~ of Sin. Be there. Aloha. 2/7

Two people -lookfng for a sixties reVIVi.il
Party. We will bring the Granola and balloons . 2/7
SCOTT KANTER: Happ~ Birthday. you
stud ! Love, "Your mother' 2/7

To all those interested in lntramurai basket- Area II Ski Trip tu Loon Mut. Swi..;ay,
ball or Human decency: the team ~n •.',i'1s February 12. Bus leaves from the quad at
1.ea_r·s. ~r<?g~am playing under the name 6:30 a.m. Returns at 6:30 p.m. $11 for chair
miaha 1s m no way associated with the · ticket and trarisportation. Sign up at the
uniqu~ and original "mialia sharpshootPrc:" Devine desk. 2/10
whose teams speckled history has graced the
DEAR ACACIA, Had a great time last
}g~rtt~r;:tto~~~::a~s ~e;de ~~Jg~~nJbe:ti~t Thursday night! 1 ! Love, Mary Smith ... 2/7
a symbol of athletic excellence everywhere
2/7

Bob from _Acacia--When am ·1 - ~in~, l()
seyou <!,g_am??? The Loudmouth 2/7 ___ _
Invitation--to all former regulars of the MUB
Pub Clue~ This is your personnal invitation
to return to the Pub Saturday or Wednesday
Mini Dorms. Engelhart, Alexander Sawyer.
Hubbard1 Stoke, Christensen, Williamson,
etc . - RicK. 2/7
·

0

~~r~!~f}r~tif~lif~- r t e:·!~t~r·~§icir1t~
prefl>rablv) out. Brotherhood meetings and
eleven o'clock calls are cancelled. Future
r~e~s p~~~h ~~d1lh~u~sgd
the place we
Happi 20th Boing---llope you come to find
lrud and Jesus tnis vear. and remember ...
Harns. Tinfoilon his· feet. cro. incineratorsized agitatiors. prep. disco nails, g_aybos.
V.A.A.. scared shrines... Love. Goow1t.
Chink, Fag-Face. Hahnic. Grape. Cat. Webbfool. 21 , 7
T<> .alfmen : Can
ucccot -llie challenge

2/i

vou
~I~; ta1\rf(;jl-"o~ 1w:~: ~~~eTf1~erth1<~!bs~t~

an_d!i_that_!lp.m . 2/7
_. _
_
Happy Birthday Nancv \\lpil 111 'Wishinrr vou .
all the happiness under the sun. Love and
peace on your twentv-onc. May your 01nnday be as grand as tht•e ... oYerflowing with
satisfaction & run I Mucho Loveth from
Bean. Februarv 7. 1978 2/7
Kathv ·corn . Happy 21st reme1r1ber: let's
.rendez-vous. P.D. 's, B-town. munchouts
let's get small, coKe trum. "reasons",
Dover, obscene Xmas cookies. love, Monti
~aylc, Jayme 2/_7
.
_ _
__
To the girl who was l{cpairing the Silver
Hracele! la~-t semester in her Ml'H Craft
Course: Where arc vou. and the bracrlct'?
I'd really like to gef it back soon and pay
mu tor vour work. Please call me at !i59-504:3
1ir 2-l-t9!i, all(j leave messa~. Mark ~/21
!Jm·irt & Mike 1204 l Thanks for the Beers
Wednesda~· night. Dave keep me posted on
I he whereahouts of "our" ·nyc friend. 2/7
!\IN(; SNAKE: Happv Birthday f'rom ·the _28
r:lm Strct•t SWINGLES! Please MAKE .
MOHi-~ OF AN EFFORT to enjoy the day and
go nuts. Qui' le fQlTe soil ,l\'Cl' vou~.

and~..
Library fire alarms: ContinwJus ringing of a
bt•ll in the Librarv indicates a fire al;1rm .
Ppon hearing this.'all pa(rons are to Drr><'!'l'ri
to the nearest fire exit. Fire exit
signs are posted tbJ:.I.Jilli!1o_u_l1he 1,ibrary. 2/H
VALENTINES DAY ain't far away! Have
a heart and give your honey a WSBE
"Study Business in the Boonies" T-shirt.
On sale in'McConnell Hall Lobby! 2/14
Horse drawn ·sleigh rides. Excellent for
frats., Sororities or groups. Contact Richard
_Rm :3:37 2-1619 or Les l3a_rden :3~2-00}2,_ ~/ 14 .,.
P '.a ce your betdii- theGOLDE·N-NUGGET
at Nite of Sin. Friday, Feb. 10 in the MUB.
Enjoy D.J. RICK BEAN in the Granite State
~~oo;nfrom H:00-1:00. 2Q4 __ _
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Icemen
look ·to

by Boh Finegold

On Campus
,,.. 0R1>&1?
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'PIJ$Ull1')' (X1' EHHS.

HAvE
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t\El\1.."r'i-i CA~E:.

by Debbie Blood

Our· Better Side
Mills '?Th1·s

,s #le aover~or.

I hO."t.JlJS!- l,etn 'lOtifltd

(s,q n) -Hta.:.t was · w.
crover r1or 41..t,•1 •.•

of +ht. lJr£'.ilnt si+va..t-1or1 ,~
'V\Jrha.vvt, 'I 1'€..li.ev.t.. ~

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
6W!UM0✓, "!Ell M0 IAIHYON
!3AR.7H A~ YOtJ 1(/81/R/NG mos&
M.451<5? StJl<Et..Y YOIJ'R& NOT
,,. P!<OTEiCT!NG RELATIV/35 0/<
LOVE[) ONcS IN

IRAN? '-__....._.....

collegiate crossword
ACROSS

45
47
53
55
56

1 Actor Everett.
et al.
6 Finishes a cake
10 Dick Weber's
58
organization
59
13 Attach, as a bow
60
tie (2 wds.)
61
14 "I Remember - "
15 Keyboard maneuver 62
16 Gulch
63
17 phone
64
19 Amphitheatres: Lat. ·
20 Ascends
21 Low-mpg car (2 wds)
·23 Pinball machine
word
1
26 parade
2
28 Vegas cube
29 Gu11111y substances
3
34 In an unstable
4
-position (2 wds.)
36 Negative verb form 5
(2 wds.)
37 Pelted with rocks
6
7
38 Zone
39 College discipline 8
42 Yoko 9
43 Mortgage bearer
10

Memo
Gaudy exhibition
Home for birds
Charlotte Thin limb
Pine extracts
German pronoun
majesty
Entomologist's
specimen
Greek letters
Part of B.A.
Barbara and
Anthony

11 Work in a

restaurant
12 Reply (abbr.)
13 Rocky cliff
18 That: Fr.

22 Sharp turn
24 Potential base hit

25 Jazz pianist Wilson
27 French menu item
29 City in Georgia
30 Astronomy prefix
31 War memorials
32 Pig poke
33 Take it very easy
35 Certain votes
37 Sault DOWN
39 Letter opener
Bow or Barton
40 Pepsin and ptyalin
Good name for a
41 Pince-butler
44 More infuriated Mimicking
46 Miss Arden
German name for the 48 Change the
Danube
Constitution
Take lightly
49 Cup for cafe au lait
(2 wds.)
50 Foreigner
Sudden urge
51 Galvanizes
Magic flyers
52 Piquancy
Political refugee 54 Spanish for island
Healthy: Sp.
56 Newspaper photograph
Cleveland, e.g.
57 Here: Fr.

ANSWERS, Page 8
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OYSTER RIVER

SCOPE GENERAL MEETING

TRANSPORTATION

COMMUTER LOUNGE
WEDNESDAY, FEB 8

7:00pm

Applibition for officers being accepted

(NOW UNDER NE~V MANAGEM~NT)
LOCAL &LONG DISTANCE CHARTERED
-BUS SERVICE FOR ALL
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS AND EVENTS
40 OLD POS-T RD.

Kl,TTERY, ME.
207-439-4440

play-offs
HOCKEY
·continued from page 20
Ceglarski has moved -his second
leading scorer, Joe Mullen; back
to bolster the defense. Mullen,
(20-25-45) ·, is just one point behind
the Eagles' leading scorer, Bill
Army (17-29-46). Paul Barrett is
third at 24-19-43.
Mullen, Army and Barrett had
been line-mates at the start of the
season, but Ceglarski broke
them up to spread out the scoring
over the entire team.
The Yale encounter was -as
close checking as anyone would
have wanted it to be. For some, it
was more. UNH's Frank Roy, the
center of much Eli abuse, finally
retaliated in the thirq period
whon ho dumpod Y~}g'§: Doug

Tingey into the penalty box.
"I got checked so much
tonight", said Roy later, "that I
had to hit back. I was getting
cross-checkPd and boarded all
night.''
"It was close checking," said
Gary Burns, "but both teams
were\ skating hard. We were
trying to set up more, than just
shooting away."
After just having played Thursday against St. Lawrence; UNH
appeared tired physically. Mentally, the story was different. The
Wildcats knew that every
remaining ECAC was important
to their play-off ohances.
"We knew what the game
meant to us," said Fontas, "so we
just kept' going.''
The contest was deadlocked at
3-3 until more than halfway
through the final period when
Fontas tallied the game winner.
It came on a two on one break
with Bob Gould. Gould broke
down the right side with the puck
with two Elis hanging on his
back. As Yale goalie Keith Allain
came out, Gould passed the puck
back to Fontas, who just got a
stick on it and sent it home as he
skated past the open net.
Just over two minutes later,
Fontas added another to insure
the victory.
"They were really an improved
team" said Fontas. "They kept
coming at us but we matched
them all night. ' '
"I thought we had a real good
chance of winning after we tied
the game at three," said Yale
coach Tim Taylor. "We were up
emotionally then. ·
"We tried to eliminate the long
passes that UNH uses by
. covering them man for man. But
Charlie uses those floating forwards so well that we couldn't.
He covered every inch of ice.''
The game was different than
previous UNH contests in many
respects. First, it was low
scoring, until late in the third
period, and second, it was a low
shooting game.
Both UNH's Mark Evans -and
Yale's Allain recorded only 18
saves apiece.
Ralph Cox opened the scoring
a.t 3:51 of · the first on a
br~akaway and the score stood
that way until 4:30 of the second
period when Danny Brugman
tied the score at 1-1. UNH led
twice more at 2-1 and 3-2 before
Fontas put the game away in the
third.
Paul Surdam had a goal
disallowed midway through the
second period when the officials
ruled that Bob Francis had directed a pass to Surdam with his
hand. ·
"I knocked the puck down with
my hand," said Francis "and
then hit it with my stick. It hit the
goalie's stick, too, and Paul put it
in. Then the refs called it back. I
wps really upset."
Seconds later, however, UNH
got revenge when Brad Holt
pumped home his second career
goal as a Wildcat. The first
ironically, came last year in
UNH's 5-4 overtime win against
Yale in New Haven.
Cat Tales: It has been con-

firmed that Terry Flanagan will
·HOCKEY, page _
15
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Give a 'Pint-Size' Valentine

Evans walks into UNH hockey
"Last year, there was no way
Evans' greatest asset is his
he could take away a game from glove and his qmckness, accordDan (Magnarelli), but he worked ing to several teammates. "He
''He was a real inspiration for in practice. Boy, he's tough now. is so quick and hard to beat down
us," said Evans. He paused for .a He won't even give us a goal in low, that I have to shoot high on
moment and stared out into practice."
him if I want to score," said
space. "He got fired, though and
Probably the best game Evans Frank Roy.
asked some of us to go with him to ever played was against Vermont
"He's also improved greatly on
Berwick Academy (Berwick, on January 21. In it, he made 56 controlling the puck and reNH). I was glad I went, I'll never saves and stopped a penalty shot, bounds," saict Holt. "He is so
forget him."
the ultimate test for a goalie.
quick that he can recover usually
"Practices are- good," said before the next shot can come."
Through the three years at
Berwick, Evans played ·in the Evans. ''Ken (Lorance) and
His glove, as of late, has been
New England Junior Hockey Gregg (Moffett) really push me, the real robber of opponents'
League under Whalen's close ob- and if you have someone to beat goals. In games agamst Dartservations. Berwick won the then you work harder. They're , mouth, Northeastern, Vermont
league crown during Evans' · both great goalies, so they keep and Yale, E~ans was, in every
senior year and the team flew me working.''
respect, the difference.
west to Minnesota for the
Lorance agreed. "During pracAfter the Yale game last
National Jr. A tournament.
tice we keep each other going by Saturday, which UNH won, 6-3,
"That was pretty funny," · he playing for beers. The loser has all that Holt would say was "Did
said, chuckling at the thought. to come up with the difference. It you see that goaltending - un"We beat California, 14-1 and keeps it competitive between us, believable!"
.
Seattle, 14-0. Then we lose . to
yve never
to pay
off."has certam
For_ thefor
future,
are unMinnesota, 16-1 and 16-0. They butLike
most see~
goalies,
Evans
Markthmgs
Evans.
He
EVANS
continued from page 18

hove a pretty strong lea~ue ont

tnere."
Evans received scholarship offers from three Division II
schools - Connecticut, Elmira and
New England College - but
decided to go Division I instead.
"I liked Elmira, it's really
pretty out there. But I dec;ided
that if I wanted to make it, I
wanted to go Division I. Coach
(Whalen) had talked to Charlie
(Ho1t) a few times and told me
that Holt was interested, but he
(Holt) never came to me."
"I didn't give him any great
encouragement," recalled Holt.
"I had him at a hockey camp in
Lake Placid, a few years back.
He was good, but not sensational."
But things have changed since
then.
In his last nine starts, Evans
has won eight. carrying UNH out
from the bottom to sixth place in
the ECAC, playing the best goal
of his college career.
"This year " said Holt "Mark
has begun to steal g~mes something reminiscent of Raeder
when he was here.
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afterthegame,he'sinspace.
''You can be talkirig to him and
he won't hear you. Then he'll turn
around and say 'I'm sorry, 1 was
thinking about the game.' "
"Mark is a very tense person,"
said Holt. "Up at Vermont, he WOMEN
~ea,rly go_t sick. Even ~h~n h~ continued from POQe 20
*
isn t playmg a game, he 11 be on goal for her fourth hat trick in *
the benc~ all kn?ttt:d up."
. the l~st four games, came as the IT~e _mter~iss10n between result of a long pass, again from Iperiods is a brief, but welcomed Griffith which sent her in alone Ich,~nceforEvanst~r.est. ,
onFuch'sforthescore.
IIn between per10ds, he II ask
Morin got her second goal of the Ime about t~is goal or h~w ~e game at 4:05 on a Coleman pass Ilooked makmg that sa_ve, said in the corner.
Lorance. "He'll say, 'Did you see
Th ~C
·
how that went in , thin s like
. e ats tr~vel to Boston Umvthat.
'
g
ers1ty today lil an eff~r_t to stay ,f,
"It's a union (with the goalies) unbe?ten. _BU was humihated 13-0 .._
.
· the f1rst time the two teams met ..Y ,
oudon't.
ve gotthen
to you're
stick together.
vou
through." If in December ·

I
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draf! year, and, as of Yt:t, ~as ~ot
received any letters of mvitahon
fr~fll any tea;111.
. .
,,
. I would hke to give it a try,
said
Evans
of
playmg
professional hockey, "but I just
have to wait and see what hap-*
pens."
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my T-shirt on backwards and inside out. I used to wear turtlenecks, and for some reason when
I put my T-shirt on that way, I
feel better."
"Before a game," said Sandy
Beers, "he's really uptight. He
draws himself into the game.
Even the day before and the day
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a walk-on who made it big
By Lee Hunsaker
A swarm of UNH players race
up and down the ice, crashing off
side boards, hitting one another,
passing and shooting.
"Bobby! Bobby!" cries Jon
Fontas as he races behind the
defense breaking for the opponent's' net. Bob Francis gives
him a long lead pass and Fontas
skates in all alone on Goalie Mark
Evans.
Evans comes out, challenging
Fontas to fake or shoot. Slowly,
he moves backward, anticipating
the shot. Snap! The puck sails
high for the corner of the net. .Instinctively,, Evans throws himself in front.
_
Thud! His body absorbs the
shock as a sponge would water.
His face grimaces as he curls up
in a ball and drops gently to the
ice, still pinching th~ puck that is
lodged between hrn arm and

chest. The whistle blows,
followed quickly by a low, deep
moan.
This scene, from a UNH hockey
team practice session earlier this
season, is not an uncommon one.
Being a goaltender is not an enviable position. There is a lot of
physical pain and mental agony
that goes along with the job. It
carries a constant burden of
pressure, frustration and worst of
all - embarrassment. Ken
Dryden the great goaltender of
the NHL Montreal Canadiens,
once called goaltending "a
private hell."
At the beginning of the 1977-78
season, way back last October, no
one knew that "hell" better than
Evans, the short, stocky senior
goalie for the University of New
Hampshire hockey team.
In previous years, Evans
played the role of a p~actice
goalie, who worked his way
through a pool of other netminders into a back-up role his
sophomore year.
"From the very beginning,"
said UNH coach Charlie Holt,
"Mark was the best practice
goalie. But he never showed
anything in games until last year.
He was only good in spots.''
In front of him were Cap
Raeder, nearly a living legend tl?
Wildcat fans, Dan Magnarelh

UNH goalie Mark Evans wasn't recruited as a semor in high school by the Wildcat hc_>ckey
team, but today, four years later, he is one of the major reasons why the Cats are back m the
thick of the play-off race. ( George Newton photo)
and Barney Buppert.
"I was lucky to win a spot,"
said Evans, whose straigpt, short
blond hair gives him a Dutch boy
look. "Barney (Buppert) flunked
out and I beat out another.
"The first year was purely a
learning process with Cap
(Raeder). He was the greatest
teacher in the world and he never
knew it. All you had to do was

watch him."
one of them being Magnarelli,
But after Evans' freshman and Evans was left with the staryear, Raeder left UNH to t~rn ting role on a team that saw its
pro, and Evans was left _br _him- top five defensemen leave - f~ur
self to develop into a Divis10n I with diplomas and tt~e other wi_th
goalie.
Rod Langway, with a fat pro conAs a sophomore and junior, ' tract.
_
Evans was the back-up to
His start was "the worst I ever
Magnarelli, playing in ten or 11 had. There was a lot of pressure
games each season. Then, last at the beginning," according to
year, ~ight Wildcats graduated, Evans.

lcat s-tats I

After a normal preseason of
blowing away Division II teams,
UNH quickly crashed to the
ECAC cellar with a 1-6-0 record,
and
Evans
became
the
scapegoat. His goals per game
average escalated as UNH soon .
became labeled as having a
porous defensive crew and an
even worse goaltender.
Yet, Evans kept to himself,
never passing the blame to
someone else.
''He never talks about hockey,''
said Sandy Bee.rs, Evans'
girlfriend. "He'll never come out
and say 'I played a good game' or
anything like that. He might ask
me how I thought he played but
nothing more than that."
'' At the beginning of the season
with all those one goal losses he
was really uptight,'' said Ken
Lorance, Evans' back-up who,
for two years previously, had battled witb Evans for the back-up
role.
"He wouldn't talk much.
Usually it depended on how he
was playing and who. If he's
playing well, and things are going
right, then he's pretty talkative."
For the 5'7", 170 lb. Evans,
hockey started ten years ago
down' on Cape Cod. It was the
classic story of a goaltender's
beginnings.
"I started as a forward," he
said, "but I wasn't a very good
skater. My father used to be a
goalie when he played and he
used to shoot on me in the
basement.
"I was kind of fat, too," said
Evans, cracking a smile. Though
he seems heavy for his size, there
isn't an ounce of misplaced flesh.
He is more like a walking brick
wall.
"In the middle of my Pee Wee
season 01-12 yrs. old)," he continued, ''our regular goalie got
hurt. So I played and I liked it."
His father retired from the.Air
Force when Evans was 15 and the
family headed north to New
Hampshire. Evans enrolled in
Brewster Academy (Wolfeboro,
NH) where he bagan his relatio11ship with "Pop" Whalen, the
hockey coach at the Aeademy.
EVAN!:>, page 17

ECAC standings
(not includ!ng last night's games)

Hockey: season stats
Name
Ralph Cox
Frank Roy
Bob Gould
JonFontas
Bruce Crowder
Frank Barth
Terry Flanagan
Gary Burns
John Normand
Dana Barbin
Bob Francis
Paul Surdam
Sean Coady
JeffBeaney
Bob Blood
Brad Holt
Steve Kinnealey
Tom St. Onge
Mike Waghorne
Bruce Rintoul
Mark Evans
Ken Lorance
Greg Moffett
UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS
20
.333

Games
Goals
21
24
21
16
21
16
21
15
21
7
20
12
20
6
20
8
19
13
21
6
19
6
20
3
21
3_
12
4
20
1
20
1
19
0
13
3
19
1
1
0
15
0
4
0
3
0
21
145
21
104
.533
29
22

GOALIE SUMMARY Games Minutes
15
901
Mark Evans 00-5)
Ken Lorance ( 4-0)
4
220
Greg Moffett (0-2)
3
140
POWER PLAY EFFICIENCY
UNH 26- 95 27.4%
OPP 21-115 18.3%
OVERALL RECORD: 14-7
DIVISION I RECORD: 10-7

Assists
Points Pen./Min.
29
53
15/30
45
5/10
29 21
37
14/28
22
37
4/8
27
34
19/46
21 33
3/6
24
18
8/16
14
22
14/31
20
7
5/10
14
1/2
8
13
2/4
7
11
5/10
8
15/33
7
10
2/4
3
7
5
6
4/8
2/4
5
6
6
6
13/26
2
5
1/2
4
5
8/16
0
0
0/0
0
0
1/2
0
0/0
0
0
0
0/0
243
388
144/302
146
250
130/319
18
26
1.3

GA
73
16
15

Saves G.Avg.
477
4.86
4.36
90
6.43
70

Sv.Pct.
.867
.849
.823

Team (Overall Record)
Boston University (19-0-0)
Boston College (16-5-0)
Clarkson (14-8-0)
Cornell 03-4-1)
Brown (8-8-1)
New Hampshire (14-7-0)
Harvard (10-7-0)
Northeastern (9-9-1)
RPI 02-7-1)
Providence (10-13-1)
Dartmouth (9-10-0)
Yale (8-11-1)
Vermont 02-11-0)
St. Lawrence (8-15-0)
Princeton (5-9-2)
Pennsylvania ( 4-12-2)
Colgate (4-16-0)

Won
15
12
11
9
8
10
8
7
6
7
7
8
6
5
3
2
3

vu:st
0
5
5
4
5
7
6
8
7
9
9
11
9
11
8
9
14

Tied
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
2
0

Pct.

GF

1.000

83

GA
53

.706
.688
.679
.607
.588
.571
.469
.462
.441
.438
.425
.400
.313
.292
.231
.176

98
93
113
67
107
61
96
56
82
76
68
59
62
44
51
51

72
51
45
84
72
79
57
75
82
89
72
94
52
82
125

83

Remaining
Games
8
6
8
8
9
8
9
9
9
6
7
6
8
6
9
8
8

Basketball: season stats
Name
K. Dickson
P.Dufour
P. Laskaris
B. VanDeventer
T.Cavanaugh
D.Chapman
K. Herbert
J. Quinn
J. Gureckis
D. Coppin
R.Layne
B. Delaney
UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS

G
20
20
20
18
20
19
19
15
9
16
20
9

20
20

FGPCT
.475
.420
.563
.510
.458
.366
.321
.372
.353
.389
.333
.400
.440
.516

FTPCT
.750
.807

.600
.719
.705
.610
.482
.666
.400
.250
.533
.000
.658
.694

AST
65
36
21
15
27
10
15
2
0
0
29
0
220
291

RB
35
37
119
99
128
22
79
30
13
31
22
3
729
798

TP
TO
244
66
208
47
71 - 198
175
34
47
173
24
107
32
85
52
10
26
8
30
6
26
18
2
4
366
1328
1546
340

AVG.
12.2
10.4
9.9·
9.7
8.7
5.4
4.5
3.5
2.9
1.9
1.3
0.4
66.4
77.3
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Hoopwomen
Gymnasts edg~ Michigan cruise by
It all came down to the last event, the floor routine and
NU, 60-38
the last gymnast, UNH's Denise Walker stepped onto the floor.
Walker needed an 8.7 to give UNH the win, and she got
a 9.4 to push the Wildcats past Michigan State, which is ranked
9th nationally, 138.0-136.45 ..
"It was a very important win for the team," said UNH
Coach Lou Datilio. "The team is showing a great deal of showman~
ship."
"The pressure for me was the greatest on the last event,"
said Walker, who placed first in overall competition. "I just
hoped that I would score high enough to give the team the
win. The team has really improved overall, At first we ·were
all a little apprehensive, but now we're starting to get our act
together.''
UNH's Linda Schneider took second place overall and there
was a tie for third with UNH's Edie Sutton and MSU's Beth
Eigel. .
Turning in a solid performance was UNH's Michelle Baker
who did well despite having torn ligaments in her ankle.
"I'm starting to get my confidence back," Baker said. "I
was hoping the team would win, I knew we had a good chance.''
"Everyone was totally psyched," said UNH gymnast Ann
Votava. "We all had a sup~rb workout before the meet and Lou
(Datilio) had us really prepared. l felt a lot of pressure out
there, there was more feeling tonight than there was last week.
This meet could have gone either way.
UNH travelled to UVM the next day and easily won by a
score of 126.02-120.8. Denise Walker didn't even go down and
Linda Schneider only competed in a few of the events. UNH
Freshman Edie Sutton placed first overall.
The team carries a perfect 4-0 record to Dartmouth a week
· from Saturday.

By Nancy Maculiewicz
Although the UNH women's
basketball team dominated the
second half of Saturday's game
at Lundholm gymnasium, such
was not the case in the first half.
"We shot a blistering 19 percent in the first half," said UNH
coach Cecilia DeMarco. "It's
amazing we didn't get blown off
the court."
The Wildcats recovered from
their early slump to outscore
Northeastern by 22 points in the
second half to rout the Huskies,
60-38.
It was UNH's fourth con$ecutive win and raised the Cats·
· record to 6-3. They will be at
Providence College tomorrow

UNH icemen honored
UNH's Ralph Cox yesterday was named the ECAC 's player-ofthe-week for last week. Frank Barth was the rookie-of-the-week,
and Jon Fontas was named to the honor roll .
Cox, a junior, scored six goals and had six assists in his last
three games, freshman Barth had ten assists and captain Fontas
tallied four goals and three assists.

rrackmen upset UMass
The UNH men's indoor track team upset the University of Mas- .
sachusetts Saturday at the Paul Sweet Oval, 82-53.
"UMass is extremely tough," said UNH coach John Copeland.
"At the beginning of the season;we would have counted this meet
in the loss column. But we caught them at the right time--1
thought we did an excellent job."
.
Copeland lauded UNH's Mark Chase for his winning performance in the shot put. Chase's toss of 46'11¼" outdistancedthe
nearest competitor by a full four feet.
"In the 880 (yard run), Greg White and George Junior, both
freshmen, had times under two minutes." said Copeland. "UMass
is always strong in that event."
White finished first with a time of 1: 59.3 w_ith Junior only .6 seconds behind.
Copeland said Gary Crossan's winning two mile time of 9:03.7
was the "best of his life. He came to run that day. I think that's the
best time in the Yankee Conference for the two mile.''
Lou Porazzo, Ken Campbell and Alex Miller went to Yale University after the meet to throw the 35 lb. weight in the Olympic Invitational. Porazzo finished fifth with 56 plus feet, followed by
Campbell and Miller at sixth and seventh respectively.
The Wildcats, now 5-5, will be off until a week from Wednesday
wen they travel to Bowdoin.

night.
: Northeastern dropped to 6-5 after the loss. "It was a big game,"
;aid UNH wing Sue Duffy. ''They
(Northeastern) were on a winning streak and we had to do
something about it."
Duffy did her part, scoring
most of her 15 points in the second
half. Duffy topped the UNH ,
scoring, followed by Kathy San'born with 13 and Donna
·Couture with 10.
"We lost to Northeastern by
c'.>ne point last year," said center
Karen Bolton. "We really wanted
this one badly.''
To the surprise of both teams, the UNH men swimmers were
The UNH men's ski team finished fourth out of 11 teams at the
Both teams played sloppy ball
deadlocked with powerful Vermont after nine events Saturdav afUniversity"Of Vermont Carnival over the weekend.
ternoon at Swasey Pool.
in the first half. Northeastern's
The host Catamounts won the carnival with 332.5 points, folBeth Peterson, a 5'9" sophomore
But the catamounts swept the 500 yard freestyle and the 200
lowed by Dartmouth with 323.5 and Middlebury with 309.
yard breaststroke to dash any hopes of a Wildcat upset, going
Peter Middleton finished eleventh in the slalom for UNH. Gro- · · from Needham, Mass., s·cored the
game's tlrst two points. Peterson
on to win, 65-47.
ver Dankels was sixteenth.
·
accounted for 10 of the Huskie's
"To our surprise, we did really well," said UNH coach Frank
In the giant slalom, Middleton was tenth, followed by Daniels
21 first half points and finished
Belies. "We were tied with only four events to go. Vermont is very
(16) and Bob Williams (25).
the day with a game-high 22 · tough."
Howie Bean took fourth piace in the cross country event. Freshpoints.
.
Pete DeJager won the 200 yard individual medley and the 200
. men Nat Lucy and Cory Schwartz took fourteenth and ~ixteenth
UNH had possession of the ball
yard backstroke for UNH.
places respectively.
md a two-point lead with 30
Freshman Brett Cherrington .swept the three and one meter
John Fulton led the Wildcat jumpers, placing fourth, followed
seconds left in the half. But a pair
dives, and set a school freshman record in the three meter with
by Mike Landgraf (14) and Steve Young (17).
Jf fouls and a last second jump
224.45 points.
The UNH team will be at Dartmouth Carnival on Friday and
,hot by NU's Paula Sterite erased
Dave Durie and Mark Glenesk set UNH records in the 200 and
Saturday.
500 freestyle races respectively. The 4oo yard relay team also
The UNH women's ski team finished in last place out of ten . the Wildcat advantage.
Duffy started out the second
· broke a school record, finishing .7 seconds under the old time.
teams this past weekend at the University of Vermont Carnival.
half with a driving basket
UNH, now 4-3, won six of the 13 events.
Middlebury won the carnival with 227 points, followed by Verthrough the middle. UNH never
mont (190.5), Darthmouth (169), Williams (164) and Maine (139)
fell behind again.
in the top five.
"I was very happy with the
UNH's Nancy Frechette took fifteenth place in the giant slalom,
second half," said DeMarco. "We
. Pam Smith placed eighteenth in ~e cross country and Gretchen
played ball the way I know we
Gatz was eighteenth in the giant sl lorn.
The UNH men's volleyball team won five games out of six
UNH totaled 92.5 points as a team.
. _can play for forty minutes" .
on Saturday at the New England Collegiate Volleyball League
The team will attempt to get back into the running for the na- . DeMarco expects a·tough game
.Jamboree in Boston.
tomorrow against Providence,
tional meets next weekend at Dartmquth.
the third ranked team in New
England.

Men skiers fourth

Vermont edges swimmen

Volleyball club

-------------------------,
Dartmouth College

Winter Carnival

February 1978
7:30 pm
Thompson Arena
Hanover, NH
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£nJoy
Collese. Sp~ing Break
1n

Reserved seats $6.00
available at the
Hopkins Center
box office
603/646-2422
In concert for
the first time ever
in one performance

DICKE;Y BETTS

former Allman Brothers lead guitarist

with GREAT SOUTHERN

ROY BUCHANAN technicalwizard
PAT METHENY newjazzstar

A GUITAR SPECTACULAR!

DAYTONA BEACH ,
\

MARCt.f3~12
Bv Bus: $163° 0

PLUS 10 per cent TAX & SERVICE PRICE BASED ON QUAD OCCUPANCY

• Round Trip Motor Coach Tour to Daytona
•Coaches are Air-Conditioned and Lavatory Equipped
•Free Beer Enroute to Daytona Beach

ALL TOURS INCLUDE:

*SILVER
Oceanfront Accommodations for 8 Days and 7 Nights at the RAMADA INN/
BEACH-Located on the 'STR_IP' in Daytona Beach.

* T.V.,
Hotel Features Include Air-Conditioned Rooms, Private Bath and Shower, Color
Maid Service, Swimming Pool, Restaurant and Live Entertainment
*Welcome and Farewell Parties with Plenty of FREE Beer
*Services of the Beachcomber Staff
·
*Optional Features Include: Walt Disney World Tour, Kitchenettes, Deep Sea
Fishing, Cancellation Protection and MORE!
CONTACT: Cliff Fogelberg
862-1387
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Streaking Cats eye play-offs

•••

By Lee Hunsaker
·Four games. That's all the
UNH hockey team has to win for
the rest of the season in order to
make the playoffs. Just four
games. Sounds simple, doesn't
it?
"There was a time earlier in
the season,') said UNH coach
Charlie Holt after UNH's 6-3 win
over Yale Saturday night, "when
we had to win 13 out of the next 18
games to make the playoffs. Now
it's down to four out of eight - but
they are going to be tough
games."
"Now the schedule goes a- .
gainst us,',...said UNH captain Jon
l<'ontas. "These were two key
wins (St. Lawrence, 9-6on Thursday and Yale) and it puts us
right up there."
UNH plays Clarkson twice,
Boston College, Providence,
Colgate, Vermont, RPI, and

Harvard moved into sixth
place ahead of UNH in the
ECAC last night, defeating
Northeastern University, 4-3
in the first round of the Beanpot Hockey Tournament in
Boston Garden.
According to the Associated
Press, Gene Purdy scored
with 43 seconds gone in the
overtime to move into next
Mondav night's finals.
Harvard is now 9-6-0 in the
ECAC for a .600 percentage,
moving past the seventh-place
Wildcats, who have a .588 per-

Brown in its last eight gamGs of

the season.
With their record standing at
10-7-0 in Division I, the Cats will
face the BC Eagles in Boston on
Thursday, with hopes of improving upon their sixth place
position ..
The Wildcats upset BC in early
January, 7-2.
The Eagles come into the UNH
match-up holding onto second
place in the ECAC with a 12-5-0
record, following wins over Dartmouth (4-2 at Hanover) and
Providence (6-3 at BC) last week.
Their star netminder, Paul
Skidmore, has returned to action
after suffering a severe groin in-

... hut
Harvard
cliDlhs into
sixth place

centage oo-7-0). Tile toi, dght

UNH captain J4?n Fontas 05_) watches his s~ot sail int4? the net ~et~een lunging Yale goaltender Mark Rodrigues and Eh defenseman Kirk Bransfield for his first goal of Saturday's
game, which UNH won, 6-3. (George Newton photo)
jury which put him out of six
games. Skidmore holds a 12-3-0
record. His last three games tiave
been his best so far this season,
defeating Dartmouth, Providence, 6-3:- and RPI, 6-5 in over~

time bringing his goals per game i ments), and Skip House (broken
aver~gedown to3.78.
i hand) have left the blueliners
Beyond Skidmore, however, : short of personnel. .
the Eagles ;,ire hurting on deTo compensate, BC coach Len
fense. Two key injuries to Charlie HOCKEY, page 16
Antetomaso (torn knee ligamen-

·teams in the ECAC make the
play-offs.
The Huskies tied the game
at three with five minutes remaining on Wayne Turner's
20-foot slapshot.
Ten thousand of the sellout crowd of 14,602 showed up
despite last night's blizzard.
~ Undefeated Boston University (20-0-0) also advanced to
the finals with a convincing
12-5 rout of Boston College.
The Terriers remain the number one team· in the nation
and in the ECAC.
~

~

Navy hands UNH yet
ant.ther loss, 78-64
. By Tom Lynch

·

"Sighted: one 4-15 northern basketball team. Sank same."
Such would be the entry in the ship's log of theUnited States Naval
Academy had Saturday's game against the Wildcats been an actual
sea battle.
It looked for the most of the game like the enemy could weather the
storm and return to its home port with win number five in their collective holds, but a string of missed sh_ots by the _Cats was all the ammunition that Navy needed to pull out its tenth wm of the year, 78-64.
Having been di~patched by Navy, the Cats now_have to prepare for
a return engagement with Vermont tomorrow mght. Last_we_ek the
Cats were flat in losing to UVM, 72-59, but coach Gerry Fnel 1s hoping for improvement.
.
.
"I guarantee that if we can play as well as we did agamst Navy,
we'll beat Vermont," he said.
On Saturday, the Mids pulled ahead to stay when they scored the
first basket of the game. Setting a slow pace, Navy forced the Cats
to play their usually inefficient set-up offense. Although it didn't
work wonders, the Cats played it better tharr they have all year
"We worked Friday in practice to be sure to get in the right
number of passes," said Friel. On paper, the offense is geared
to shoot after four passes. "The usual problem is that three guys
are thinking of what we have to do, but the other two break
down."
·
Friel was pleased with the patience the team showed. "The
discipline factor was great," he said. "Everyone was thinking
of it."
The Cats set up and moved the ball well, and took good shots.
As usual, though, not enough of them went in. Specifically,
47 percent of them did.
Navy's lead fluctuated between two and twelve points throughout the first half. Keith Dickson was the UNH offense in the
half, scoring 14 of the Cats' 33 points.
HOOP, page 15

Co-captains Peter Laskaris and Tom Cavanaugh watch anxiouslx as the ball heads out of
bounds during UNH's loss to Vermont last week. The struggling WIidcats (4-16) travel to Bur·
lington tomorrow for a re-match. (Art Illman photo)

Bryant, Morin pace
undefeated icewomen
By Gerry Miles

·

UNH goalie Bonnie Voye makes a save against UConn's Kathy O'Donahue during the Wildcat's 8-3 victor_y Friday. The win was the ninth in a row for the undefeated Cats, and the second
for Voye. (Lee Hunsaker photo.)

,
White came in off wing and eut
Kathy Bryant scored four goals across the crease for the fourth
and Moe Morin udded two more goal with just two seconds left
as the UNH women's hockey team in the period.
easily routed Connecticut, 8-3 to , Bonnie Voye started in goal
remain unbeaten at 9-0 last Friday for UNH in her second game and
in Storrs, Connecticut.
looked superb throughout, making
The Wildcats jumpecj out to a 25 saves.
quick 4-0 lead after the first period
Bryant's two goals in the second
when Bryant opened the scoring period proved to be the equalizer
at the 4:45 mark. Melissa White as UConn scored two goals and
found Bryant standing alone to the left the period down by four, 6-2.
left of Huskies goalie Lauren Fuchs Voye never had a chance on either
and flipped a shQt over Fuchs' Huskie goal as the first was deflected off a skate in front of the
shoulder. .
It was not until eight minutes net and the second resulted from
later that Denise Visco, Morin, a scramble in the crease.
and White erupted for three goals
Bryant got on the board first
in a two-and-a-half minute span at thirty~ne seconds into the third
to open up the game.
period when Gail Griffith got the
Visco blistered a slapshot from face off to Bryant, who hit the top
the point to make it 2-0. Morin corner of the net. Bryant's third
fired home a pass from Captain
Liz Coleman one minute later and WOMEN;page 17

